Welcome!

Jeju - World’s Natural Heritage
All the nature from Jeju – from its mountains and oceans recognized
by the world for its beauty beyond the Korean frontiers to a handful
of the soil from its green forests and wild flowers - is the best present
ever given to the humankind.
If you walk around Jeju, climb mountains and hills and if you visit this
island, everyday life will seem lighter and a fine smile will be naturally
formed on your face.
Jeju is a healing island.
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Spring arrived
in Jeju
The southern end of Korea
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Jeju Life

Spring in Jeju

I walked in a flower storm. It scattered in all directions like a snowstorm and it rained flowers. It rained
gaily like a song without rhyme nor reason. Something red falls down in this flower lane where I came
by myself for a secret rendezvous. Red camellia petals are crushed everywhere on the ground covered by
cherry blossoms. In this quiet spring day, in this pinkish day, that red? How can it be? Flowers blossom in
the twisted cherry tree nearly touching the ground. It seems to say “life still goes on”. It is fairly simple to
get discouraged within such a situation. Spring arrives after going through frozen grounds and even hell.
Things that do not grow by themselves grow in the end.
Spring, spring! Can you see it? I met a couple holding hands in this flower lane. I bow automatically for
how grateful I am to be able to be alive and see such beautiful flowers. Jeju in April is a dazzling wonder
and captivation. Yellow rape flowers rise between the black stone holes. Come and live this bright blooming
spring day in Jeju.

I Walked
in the
Touching
Flower
Lane

There are two faces to the spring day in Jeju. It comes from the lowest place. It comes from an unseen
place. Spring in Jeju is sorrow and ecstasy, sadness and resplendence. All these brilliant lives passed through
the hell season. Spring! I ask you about Jeju in April that arrived from a fully cracked sea. Remember. Many
people leave their lives without getting old, without blooming. The spring left by them returns. The flower
season that was thought to have died suddenly returns alive. The people from Jeju in April were like that,
the children in April were like that, and the people who left just as flowers of one season were like that too.
The yellow flower-flies that announce spring seem to fly high in the skies. Spring time opens without one
having to open its doors. It seems that young and old eyes here and there are lighting the spring lights.
*

Written by HEO YOUNG SEON

Remember. Spring coming from the water! It’s spring. Spring with the sad eyes if bluish dolphins is coming

(Poet/Director of the Jeju 4. 3 Research Institute)

now. Why does that ship away from its route cannot lay straight? Does that rusty and twisted floating thing
sound like a clamor from the water? The spring eyes coming to Jeju blossomed like that.
The poets sing like it:
Even the most intelligent heads cannot win hearts
No experience and knowledge can win the innocence of the young
Even fast things cannot win deep roots
No successful person an win those who walk in the right path
In the end, the strong and firm
Cannot win the soft
Great and brilliant things
Cannot reach the beautiful peacefulness of the small
Even if battles are won one after another
It cannot win real love in the end
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Early March Wimiri Camellia Tree Habitat © KIM IL BEOM
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Small and tearful, soft and wordless blooming spring
And sharing

PARK NO HAE [The Victory of Spring]

*
There stood a mourning space in the rough hillside of Jeju early in the morning. A flock of crows move
back and forth looking for the spring sunshine, and Halla in April has its head covered in white beyond
the rape blossoms. A sleepless lady is cleaning 3 or 4 missing tombstones on her old knees in a spring
night until morning comes. She is cleaning the faces of memories. The faces of people who are gone
and will never return. Once, Jeju in April, in a spring day did not show any tears. In a time when tears
were guiltiness, even flowers being beautiful would be considered guilty. Even growing mugworts had
to become food. It was a time when no one had time to watch the mugworts in spring at the previous
alcohol factory area – the Sanji Port in Jeju. The people from the spring in that year return. They return as
flowers.
Spring flowers with innocent faces all around the mountains. People intoxicated by the aroma of the
spring in Jeju, even the aroma cannot be treated thoughtlessly. The flowers that blossom in April in Jeju
cannot open their eyes for being sorry. Is it a crime being too dazzling or too elegant? It is because is the
spring that waited and waited until it came. A wonderful and charming spring like this. Nonetheless, the
sole of the spring is an agony. Called like this.
It did not tolerate because it decided to tolerate
The crawling spring day between door gaps like a beast too
Darling, the spring day is not just simply as it is
Sure. This deafening spring day too, as well as this yellow pinkish broad spring day belong to us. An even
brighter land with alive memories that became history. Every flower place is clearly the place of a painful
memory. Spring grasses grow in places where sad spirits sat down.
*
The spring in Jeju comes from far away seas. If all the waves ran to this place, the direction would be
Wind Hill. The wind swallows the words of waves, and the waves swallow the words of the sea. The
clouds crossing the horizon are bright because of the hidden lights. The lady is picking seaweed from the
rocks by the remote sea and sometimes the sea that makes an overwhelming breathing sound. It is the
sea of young days when burning hearts were soothed. One basket full of sea things held by old hands
and slow steps. There is the start and the climax of one life there, in the sea. The spring sea party has
started.
Spring Comes and Flowers Bloom this Again Too © KIM IL BEOM
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*
I lived the spring that seemed to never come. I lived like it before. Nevertheless, the spring days are here
again. The embedded truth of spring came, and spring did not sink. Transiently voices that disappeared
bloomed in the yellowish Adonis. And I wish I could stay a little longer in the concise and short spring
days. For you too who cannot reach that tall wall with a few more centimeters of spring accumulated on.
A soft flower party is held in the land of memories. Dark shadows and the weight of history get lighter
under the shadow of flowers. That is why I hope and ask that even though the time we spend in life
is short, our days should be like a flower party just as when spring days were spring-like. How good it
would be our days if they were just as the cheerfulness of going to have a bowl of meat noodles in the
beating flower party?
Sometimes people have to go through the seas to see strong love. Yes. Maybe there are no green spring
that came simply to rest on the great rocks of Gotzawal. The things that bloomed after waiting and
tolerating, the aroma raising from things pushed down. Honey, Jeju in April sends this aroma to you. It
would be great if anyone in need of healing could receive a small bowl full of this strong spring!
You could not meet this shiny green and beauties because you have lived on your own spring lane. That
is why this dazzling flowers of spring are being sent to you.

Beautiful Spring When Even Fallen Flowers Are Beautiful © KIM IL BEOM
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Jeju Life

Jeju’s Life

Popping Dark Red Flower, Jeju Hijiki
The softer wind and the stronger aroma of the sea announces the arrival of
spring in this island. Flowers blossom even in the sea during spring in Jeju.

Cultivating
the Sea
Fields
Beyond
Waves

Hijiki, also called ‘the elixir plant of the seas’, grows throughout the winter
and shows its long leaves. The hands of the women picking this dark red
stems are busy. The fat hijiki is piled in seconds as it must be picked when the
tide is out. Hijiki is called ‘Tol’ in Jeju, and usually it is no longer than the arms
of an adult, but Jeju’s hijiki is much longer than 1m. Its largest growing period
is in March, and picking hijiki is a scene that announces spring in the coastal
villages of the Jeju area.
Hijiki is picked by hands or by scratching the rocks with the shell of abalones.
It is picked during the day and dried by the seaside. Fresh hijiki can taste bitter
if boiled in water, but this bitter taste disappears if slightly boiled and dried
properly, and it can be kept for a long time.
Dried hijiki is eaten during summer by Jeju families through dishes such as

Written by KIM SEUNG HEE (Editor)

‘Hijiki Cold Soup’, ‘Seasoned Hijiki’, etc. Dried hijiki gets 5 times bigger from
its dried status if soaked in water. Cool ‘Hijiki Cold Soup’ can be prepared by
mixing soybean paste in soaked hijiki before adding cold water. The chewing
texture of the wild Jeju’s hijiki is very good because it is not farmed, and its
mouthwatering flavor stimulates appetite.
Hijiki can be considered one of the best health foods during the hot and humid
Korean summer because it is full of fiber and has high quantities of minerals
and vitamins. It also makes teeth healthier and glossy hair with its rich
nutritional values, and it is served to pregnant women with more frequency
than seaweed.
Hijiki rice prepared with crops was also eaten as a famine relief food in the
Jeju area during the period of spring poverty when food was scarce.

Yongsu-ri Resident Returning from a Day of Work in the Sea © AHN HO SUNG
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People Picking Seaweed in Yongsu-ri © AHN HO SUNG
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Chuja-do Resident Drying Seaweed © KWON GI GAB
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Meyeok (seaweed in the dialect of Jeju),
Festival of the Old Times Held in the Sea
Breathing sounds are heard in the shallow seas of Jeju in mid-March. It is the
sound of the Jeju Divers picking seaweed. Seaweed is called ‘Meyeok’ in the
Jeju dialect, and it grows in abundancy up to 10m depth of water level from
the shallow seas. As recently as 20 years ago, seaweed was a large source
of income for the residents of sea villages, and for that reason the custom of
picking it jointly continued for many years. The seaside gets completely packed
by the Divers on the day seaweed picking starts, and this work is called
‘Haekyung’, which usually starts around March 15. This day is similar to a
festival for the Divers as even the Divers who have already retired return to the
sea for work. The Divers work in the sea from morning to evening resting only
about once to avoid the danger of being swept away by the ebb tide during
the ‘Meyeok Haekyung’ (seaweed picking season).
Each Diver picks about 18kg of seaweed in a day. Veteran Divers can fill
nets within hours, and even their families must participate in the event. It is
because the seaweed picked must be hanged in a place where it can receive
enough sunshine. It is hard to expect picking a large amount of seaweed in
another day if the Haekyung is missed, when many say that only ‘the grains
can be picked’ as no much is left behind. Seaweed is picked with a hoe and is
the sack full of seaweed is accidently missed in the water, it quickly floats due
to its lightness. Unfortunately this kind of sea festival held by the Jeju Divers
is becoming rare due to the large-scale farming of seaweed in the southern
coast of Korea, but the taste of the Jeju seaweed soup with sea urchin (best in

Chujado Female Diver holding a net full of seaweed
© KWON GI GAB

June) usually served to important guests cannot be compared to the seaweed
picked in any other place.

The seaside gets completely packed by the Divers on the day
seaweed picking starts ‘Meyeok Haekyung’, who work unceasingly.
The veteran Divers fill nets quickly and on that day
even their families have to take part in the event.”
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Jeju’s Ecology

Jeju’s
Nature
in a Green
Spring Day

The winter is gone and spring has arrived in Jeju. New lives are seen in
the skies, on the ground and in the sea. Migratory birds rare in the water
come by, trees are in full bloom with beautiful flowers, and fishes that
left throughout the winter return again to the coast.
Various living creatures seen during the radiant spring in Jeju are here
introduced.

Contents, illustration by SEO JI HYE (Miniaturist, illustrator)

Cuckoo
Cuckoo is a migratory bird that comes to Jeju around May to reproduce.
The cuckoo is a brood parasitic bird that lays its eggs in the nest of other
birds and it was observed to lay eggs in the next of meadow buntings in
Jeju. It is pitiful for the birds that care for the eggs of cuckoos thinking
they are its own, but the ‘cuc-oo’ sound of cuckoos heard in the green
forests of May is a joy to the ears of its audience.

Yellow-throated Bunting
The yellow-throated bunting is famous for its beautiful singing. The male
yellow-throated bunting usually sings during the breeding season, and
during spring its beautiful twitting can be easily heard as they compete
with each other during spring. The yellow-throated bunting can be seen in
various parts of Jeju, such as Gotjawal, Jungsangan Forest, Nongkyunggi,
etc.
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Great Tit
The great tit usually measures about 14cm. There are nearly no
differences between male and female great tits, but a clear back vertical
stripe running from its breast to its belly is slightly thicker in males than in
female great tits. The great tit can be easily seen in residential areas, and
in Jeju it is commonly seen in forests, parts, Gotjawal and around houses.

Skylark
The skylark inhabits in the Jeju area and it sings beautifully while flying
surrounding the green barley fields during its breeding season – spring. In
Jeju it is also called ‘Chongdaegi (gunstock)’ due to the shape of its head.
The skylark can be easily seen in Jeju in the Hacheon forest or in forest
meadows, farmlands, etc.
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John Dory (Dalgogi = Moon Fish)
The John Dory (Dalgogi = Moon Fish) is called ‘moon fish’ because it
has a large dark brown round spot similar to the full moon on its side.
It is easily caught during spring in Jeju. The dalgogi is called John Dory
in English, and tastes completely different from its ugly appearance. It is
used as a luxurious ingredient in restaurants abroad, and it lives by itself
without forming groups.

Hijiki
Hijiki, which is a type of edible seaweed, is commonly used as an ingredient
in dishes during spring in Jeju. It grows on rocks by the sea between
January and April and is picked in spring, when its growing period ends.
Recently, it is attracting attention by the public as a well-being ingredient
for being rich in nutrients.

Fatsia Shoots
The fatsia shoots are popular in spring. The fatsia shoots are the shoots
of Japanese angelica tree and it is loved by many due to its unique scent.
There are aralia and aralia elata seem among the fatsia shoots, and they
are eaten by order of freshness during spring in Jeju.

Bracken
The bracken that grows in the whole area of Halla Mountain in Jeju
after the spring misting is called bracken’s rainy season. The tasty and
nutritious bracken from Jeju can be very expensive. For that reason, there
is a saying that mentions that ‘the best places to pick bracken are not to
be taught even to the daughters-in-law’. The Jeju’s bracken is classified
into ‘star bracken’ and ‘Jawal (forest) bracken’.
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Adonis Amurensis (Boksucho)
The Adonis amurensis that grew through the snow piled during winter
is the spring messenger that announces the arrival of the spring before
any other plant. It can be easily seen on the hills of Jeju. The Chinese
characters that express its name (Boksucho 福壽草) mean happiness
and long life, and it is called by the same name in Japan and China too.
Even though it is a short flower that nearly touches the ground, it steals
the heart of those who see it due to its simple and cute buds.

Calanthe Discolor (Saewooran)
It received the name of ‘Saewooran (shrimp orchid)’ because the solid
bulb of the calanthe discolor (Saewooran) is similar to a shrimp. The
yellow flowers of this orchid natural of Jeju is also called ‘Golden Shrimp
Orchid’. It can be seen in forests in Jeju with an altitude lower than
700m.

Eranthis Byunsanensis
The flowers of Eranthis Byunsanensis blossom one by one around
March with the spring arrival, and it is a perennial plant that grows
in the borders of montane forests such as Halla Mountain, etc. It is a
very small flower that measures about 10cm and it received its Korean
name ‘Byunsanbaram Flower’ because it was first found in the Byunsan
Peninsula area. It is also commonly called ‘Lady Byunsan’ for its beauty
blooming at the foot of mountains in early spring.
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People in Jeju

“Ordeal is Another
Name for Dream”
KOH BONG SEON – Professor and Former
Diver from Woodo

Written by BAE SEON AH (freelancer) / Photos by YUN SEON AE

Anyone facing an ordeal may think of giving up. That is why the story of those who do not
surrender to ordeals and fight towards their dreams impresses us. Here is a woman who
believed in her dreams her whole life and did not dare thinking of giving up. Let’s join her
in this long journey – from a diver from Woodo who dreamt of being a teacher until she
became a Domestic Science Professor teaching students in the auditorium.
From farming, fishing and newspaper delivering
until housekeeping. But still indefatigable dreams
For the Professor KOH BONG SEON Woodo was the only world she knew as it was where she was born and grew-up.
However, she had a dream of becoming a teacher. Children nowadays do not like being scolded by their mothers who ask
them to study all the time, but she was the opposite. Her earnest wish was to go to school and study every day, but the reality
was tough. She had to work from early morning until sunset to receive a daily pay. Even within such a hard situation she
struggled towards school in rainy or windy days as farming was not possible. There is a simple reason why she could complete
about half of the attendance days even going to school like this: she liked studying and she wanted to become a teacher.
Her memories about her childhood in which she would play harmonically with her older sister and younger brother, are very
vague. Her father past away when she was only seven years old and to make matters worse, her mother felt ill and living got
very difficult. Villagers who could no longer remain as mere spectators, taught her farming. Sweet potato, rapeseed, garlic….
As soon as she became a middle schooler, the villagers taught her how to fish by diving. Shells, seaweed, top shells, hijiki….
“I got more worried as my graduation approached because there was no high school in Woodo and I would have to leave the
island and find a place to stay in Jeju City. Money was a problem too but I was sure my mom would not like the idea. That is
why I secretly applied for a night class at Jeju Commercial High School. Surprisingly I passed at once and my mom said: ‘women
need to study nowadays. That is the only way to meet a broader world. I don’t want you to live like me. Leave Woodo and do
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not think about returning. You must work harder than now. Can you promise me?’ – that day we hugged each other and cried
the whole night.”
She started her day delivering newspaper and ended it working under the lights of a textile factory. During vacation she
worked as a housekeeper to earn her living expenses and save for her room rent. She would not completely dedicate herself
to her studies as she had to earn money whenever she had time. But still she managed to keep good marks at school. After
graduating from high school she got a job at a large hotel in Jeju City thanks to the telephone operator license she obtained
as a high schooler. She saved 80% of her salary and helped her younger brother to enter high school and proceed his studies
at university.

Receiving her doctorate in Domestic Science
combined with Feng-Shui theory for the first time in Jeju
“Marriage? Yes. I got married in 89 with a man from ‘mainland’ as my mom wished. A man from Seoul. And just as my mom
wished, I had two sons. My husband studied sculpture at university and as it is known, living as an artist is not easy now as
in old times. Is there any other choice? I ran into the struggle of jobs again. My children had a harder time than me. I had to
leave my older son in a daycare and carry the younger one on my back while selling electronic products. I was determined to
go home only after selling at least an iron, and soon I became more confident after becoming the Top Seller of my company.
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After that I also became the top insurance seller. Of course it was hard. But I was consoled by looking at my children fast
asleep. Did my mom feel the same when I was a child? – I thought - Yes, I am also a mom, I can do anything for them. And
decided to carry on.” I had to complete a 3 months training course at the life insurance company, and it reminded me the
forgotten enthusiasm I had for studies.

Restarting
my studies
She restarted her studies with the belief that studying was not a choice, but a necessity for a better self within a better
environment. Her ardor for learning blazed up continuously since she graduated from the Indoors Architecture Department at
Cheju Tourism College in 2001, from the Department of Architecture Engineering of Tamna University in 2003, completed her
Master’s degree in Environmental Design and Feng-Shui Theory at Yeungnam University in 2010 and until she obtained her
doctorate in Indoors Environmental Design from the Family Housing Department at Yeungnam University in 2013. She come
into the spotlight by the media when she obtained the first doctorate in Domestic Science Combined with Feng-Shui Theory
in Jeju in 2016. During this busy period of her life, in 2009 she received the sad news of the death of her mom, who always
cheered and supported her dreams. It is heartrending for Professor KOH BONG SEON whenever she thinks of her mom as she
knows how her mom would be happy if she could see her daughter receive her doctorate.

And her dreams
come true
There were other hardships. It was not an easy job studying in her mid-thirties. The hardest thing for the Professor KOH BONG
SEO was the prejudice against women. There were many who told her to work and look after her children instead of studying.
Whenever she had to face such situations, she felt strong and carried on thanks to her greatest supporter, who sadly is no
longer beside her – her mom.
“My mom bought some farmland with the money I saved while working as a telephone operator. She gave me it without
hesitation and I managed to enter the Indoors Architecture Department of Jungang University in Seoul. However I missed my
children so much and could continue studying there anymore. That is why I returned to Jeju and entered the night college at
Cheju Tourism College.”
However, she overcame all the difficulties thanks to the help of her family and her enthusiasm towards her dreams. She knew
she had to make her dreams she hand since she was young while working as a fishing diver. “I started lectures at the Jeju
University Adult & Continuing Education since spring 2010 and also at the Interior Architecture Department at Cheju Tourism
College. My wishes were fulfilled. Even now the word ‘give up’ does not exist in my dictionary. Even during the hard days,
because I believed that I would do it even though it took longer than others. It was because I had a dream that I truly wanted
to make true.”
Her words have a strong resonance in the meaning that anyone can make one’s dreams come true with persistency as she
proved it by firmly making her dreams come true after overcoming difficulties and hardships.
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Aerial view of Halla Mountain and Jeju © CHOI JAE YOUNG
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There are many people who come to Jeju in spring.
There are a few among them who move to Jeju.
Specialists were asked about their opinion with relation to this type of migration.
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Jeju Life,
Talking About
Happy
Coexistence

Recognizing differences
– the beginning of coexistence!
The topic of ‘Jejuness (or Jeju-style)’ became an
issue with the rapid increase of migrant residents
alongside the development boom in Jeju. However,
this Jejuness and Jeju-style did not exist from the
very beginning. It also was not created overnight.
The Jeju culture started when people started living
in the island of Jeju and adapted to the local
environment. It also accepted foreign cultures and

Written by YUN YONG TAEK (Professor at Jeju University)

just as an old tree it modified and piled layer by
layer throughout the years.
An old thing is not being outdated and a new
thing is not only superficiality. A long-standing

Islands cannot be seen
from the island itself.
Just as one needs to look at the mirror
or listen to others to know about
his/her features, Other regions need
to be visited and Jeju needs to be
evaluated by people from other regions
in order to understand it better.
The real value of Jeju can learnt
for the first time when it is evaluated
not only by natives but also by foreigners

traditional culture is important as it reflects the
local environment, and new foreign cultures are
meaningful as new proposals can be presented with
relation to unsolved problems. Therefore, the cultural
diversity when the traditional culture and the foreign
cultures are respected can only expand and make
the life of locals even more enriched. In the same
context, the misconception of Jeju citizens being
exclusive actively requires the engaging of wisdom
to respect the unfamiliar to the local dialects and
customs.

visiting Jeju for the first time,
half-locals who were born in Jeju
but life in other regions and half-Jeju
residents who grew up in other regions
but have lived in Jeju for many years.

1. Happy and healthy Jeju citizens © CHI JAE YOUNG
2. Jeju traditional market with various people © LEE YOUNG HA
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Jeju People – the beginning

‘Change’ for Preservation

It is clear that people started living in Jeju since the

China cannot be left out when the topic is

prehistoric times according to the old ancient ruins

harmony and society. As a country where 93% of

and the various mythologies. For instance, except for

its population belongs to the Han family and by

the families Ko, Yang and Bu, locals migrated from

55 minority groups, various minority groups are

other regions using various routes and settled many

living harmonically in one island. The author visited

years ago. After this period, during the mid-Goryo

a nationalities museum, where 26 ethnic groups

people migrated from the mainland or arrived from

including the Yunnan family, Lee family, Baek family,

China, those who settled during the Chosun Dynasty

Hapni family, Jang family, Myo family, Mongol family,

arrived due to various reasons such as for being

etc. are living together. In Gonmyung, the center

exiled or due to the Korean War period. Migrants

of Yunnan – also called the Spring City as it is not

from the southwestern parts of Jeollanam-do moved

cold nor hot throughout the year, where the Yunnan

to Jeju in the 60s and 70s, and recently, the various

Nationalities Museum with the history and culture

settlers who migrated to Jeju - also referred to as

of 26 ethnic groups and the Yunnan Folk Village are

the culture migrants, are blowing a fresh breeze to

located, the pride of each minority group is shown

the island.

permitting tourists to experience the history and

No matter the case, moving and settling in a

culture of various ethnic groups. In the Yunnan Arts

traditional farming village is not easy. The author,

Theatre audiences are moved by the 2 hours show

who was born in Jeju but spent his 20s and 30s

of dance and music by the world famous dancer

in Seoul and returned to Jeju in his 40s, is now

Yang Ri Ping, natural of Yunnan through the show

living in a traditional farming village in Jeju with

‘Dynamic Yunnan’. The various efforts made by the

about 80 households for 14 years after spending

minority groups of China trying to maintain their

5 years in the city. Even though he is natural from

own traditional culture without absorbing the great

Jeju, it was not easy for him to be included in the

Han family culture through hundreds and thousands

village community. He was only recognized as a

of years, presents our society that has to proceed

real member of the village community after 10

towards a multicultural generation, a quiet alert.

years of hard work and continuous participation in

The most interesting place in this trip was the

local large and small events, New Year’s greeting

Mongol family village with 5,600 descendants from

ceremonies, village clothing making, etc., and by

Mongol. This village formed after Khubilai Khan

greeting locals with their dialect.

conquered Daeri (ancient official title of China) by
leading a hundred thousand soldiers in 1253, is
closely related to Jeju. Originally, the Mongolians
had a nomadic life, but it changed into a farming
life after they migrated to Yunnan in 1253 and
the water levels of the lake where they used to
fish reduced. They use their own language, wear
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traditional clothing, live in traditional houses and

local culture experience centers of each country and

learn and teach their own traditional musical

region to allow experience of the culture of settlers

instrument, the Madugeum. They have preserved

from Korea and abroad. For instance, the creation of

their tradition by holding the Nadam Festival, which

experience centers of various cultural ethnicity such

is a Mongolian festival held every 3 years. Obviously

as China, Japan, Russia, Vietnam, the Philippines,

the 750 years changed the Mongolian culture

Indonesia, Nepal, etc. and an experience center

according to the region. For instance, the Mongolian

of the eight provinces of Korea such as Honam,

language became very unique after being mixed

Youngnam, Chungcheong, Gangwon, Bukhan, etc.

with other languages, and the Yong dance that

Such experience centers could become a meeting

cannot be seen in Mongolia, is presented at the

place for the settlers, acting as a multicultural

Nadam Festival. The Mongolians from Yunnan are

training center for Jeju citizens to allow them to

exchanging with the Inner Mongolia since 60 years

understand the life and culture of the settlers, and

ago and their effort to preserve their culture and

also being a new sightseeing spot to tourists visiting

customs gives us a lot of implications.

Jeju.
The effort of opening the doors of people’s heart

Cultural Communication

for a ‘happy Jeju life’ and a ‘happy coexistence’

Through ‘Sharing’

between Jeju citizens and settlers is essential as
well as the provision of enough support to make it

Social existence is very important to individuals.

feasible and the preparation of various participation

For that reason, it is clearly necessary to those who

programs.

move to Jeju from Korea or abroad the opportunity
to learn the Jeju language, history, culture, etc. and
means to allow them to settle as a member of the
Jeju community. On the other hand, not recognizing
their background culture is the same as denying
their existence and their human rights. Therefore,
learning from them can be considered as important.
If different cultures are shared, Jeju is sure

to enjoy an even richer culture. As part of
this process, it is necessary the creation of

The Jeju culture started from the time people started living in the island and is formed by various layers
just as the age of an old tree with the adaptation to the new environment, acceptance of foreign cultures
and undergoing a modification process.
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Jeju,
Anchor of
Hope
Beyond Seas
Written by CHOI HYUN (Professor at Jeju University)

The migration

history

at a glance

It is possible to acquire the wisdom
necessary to allow Jeju locals and
settlers to live as a community
by understanding the life of Jeju
citizens from the past and the
characteristics and requirements
of migrants from the present. The
history of the migration to Jeju and
the whole journey experienced by
migrants in their settlement in Jeju
are here looked back.

~1980s Hometown Alumni

The inflow by North Korean migrants was the first large scale settlement in Jeju after modernization.

with locals and Settlers

North Korean migrants who settled in Jeju are classified into three types: the Vietnamese just after the
August 15 independence, refugees from the June 25 War and refugees from the January 4 Retreat, and

the 1st generation who settled in Jeju based in 2013 were of about 8,900. The number of settlers to the region is much smaller compared to Seoul and
Incheon as Jeju is a region geographically difficult to move to. After that from the 60s to the 70s people from Honam, Youngnam and Chungcheong
moved to the island. A large number of people from the Honam area moved to Jeju because of its distance advantage and also because it was closely
related socially and economically to the Honam area. Korea suffered from severe droughts 5 times during 12 years between 1967 and 1978, and about
25,000 (48.3% of the total number of incomers) farmers from the Honam area suffering from the drought moved to Jeju. Such 1st generation settlers
from Honam have completely settled in the Jeju and their families account to 20% of the whole population of Jeju. Most of the national settlers formed
hometown alumni as soon as they settled in Jeju, such as the North Korean 5 Residents Association, the Jae-Jeju Honam Hometown Alumni, the JaeJeju Youngnam Residents Association, Jae-Jeju Chungcheong Hometown Alumni, Jae-Jeju Jeonbuk Residents Association, Jae-Jeju Seoul and Gyeonggi
Hometown Alumni, etc. They show they had to overcome consecutive difficulties after moving to this strange island – Jeju, adapting to the local culture
and preparing their life foundations. The hometown alumni provided a network to find employment to migrants and acted as a route of circulation of
capital, supported them economically and socially, served as an emotion resting place and also exercised political influences after the creation of a local
self-governing system.
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's
Migration
by the
Vietnamese
and refugees

's
Migration by
people from
Honam,
Youngnam and
Chungcheong

's
Inflow of
foreign workers,
marriage
migrant women
and students
from China and
Mongol, etc.

's
People returning
home and to
farming,
settlement
of education,
businesses,
culture and arts
and increase of
corporate moving
settlement

~1990s

Korea grew into a country with the 9th economic scale in the world ranking in the early 90s, and

Welcome

the government opened its markets due to the pressure by the international society, and closed an
international agreement for free trading. Moreover, in the end of the 80s the civil society (especially

nongovernmental organizations or NGO) grew rapidly due to the progress of the democratization, and changes started to occur to the international
system too such as the organization of all types of NGO to protect foreign workers, etc. The number of foreigners staying longer and naturalized Koreans
increased due to the introduction of te ‘permanent residency system by the government in 2002 the government.
The provincial government of Jeju started organizing a system after claiming to be the 2001 international free-city by keeping pace with the
system to accept foreigners by the central government with the improvement of living in the Korean society. Although there was a large number of
overseas Chinese who moved to Jeju before 1990, but the number of naturalized Koreans and long-stay foreigners increased in full-scale after the
implementation of the system. First foreign workers necessary to the 1st and 3rd industries entered the island, followed by the female immigrants to
marry farmers before the entrance of foreign students from China, Mongol, etc.
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people

people

Immigrants during 14,632
the last 7 years
(2010~2016)
14,257
11,112

Number of foreign settlers living in Jeju
(as of the end of 2016)
of the resident registration
		
population (661,190 people)

7,823
4,876
2,343
437

2010

Data
[2016 Resident Registration Population Statistic Report]
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2000s

The birth rates in Jeju has decreased continuously after 2010 but its total population has increased rapidly. Its

A refreshing breeze to

reason can be found in the influx of the population migrating to Jeju. A total of 55,480 people moved to Jeju

Jeju migration

during 7 years between 2010 and 2016 and even though the increase has slowed down recently about 15,000
people moved to Jeju last year. It is estimated that more than 20,000 people move to Jeju every year during the

last 2 to 3 years considering those (estimated at around 10,000 people) who move to the mainland every year. Therefore, the total migrating population of Jeju
in the last 7 years is calculated at more than 10,000 people. Fluctuation to the population is much larger compared to the identified migrating population, and
this population is considered to influence the local society much more than the expected. In order to understand the main motivation of moving to Jeju, migrants
are subdivided into 6 types: settlers returning home, farming settlers, entrepreneurship settlers, culture and arts settlers, business transfer settlers and education
relation settlers, where the settlers returning home occupy a larger portion among the types of migrants. The reason why the proportion of settlers returning
home is larger than the other types is because many of them move to Jeju looking for a new life style instead of economic reasons, and this factor can be
analyzed as an individual attempt of escaping from the Korean growth-oriented society. In other words, the migration to Jeju has varied forms and motivations
but is closely related to the deviation-growth principle orientation. Migration to Jeju is expected to continue as far as Jeju maintains its environmental strengths
and the beauties of slowness. Whereas, the settlers in Jeju at present are receiving help from the formation of various off/online networks instead of the
hometown alumni formed in the past. The main offline networks utilized are civil society groups, clubs, cooperatives, flea markets, etc., and the online networks
proved to provide great help in the early stages of settlement and contribute to the psychological support of settlers through continuous meeting activities after
settlement.
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Understanding Jeju’s Culture

Community Happiness

for Coexistence

Dreamt by All

There is a unique culture to be considered in Jeju –

At the moment, Jeju needs to create its own

the Shingugan, Gwendang, Sunuleum, etc. The people

network necessary by the people who moved to

from Jeju believed there were more than 18,000 Gods

the area or a program to help enforce the existing

in Jeju who report their duties to Okhwangsangje

the network instead of an economic and cultural

(the Great Jade Emperor). After reporting their results,

programs. It would allow the active participation

they are assigned to a new place according to their

of the migrants in the Jeju community by providing

achievements and this assignment period Jeju is

them the opportunity to express their opinions

believed to be free from Gods. This period is called the

and ideas. Most of the migrants who are willing to

‘Shingugan’, which lasts about 7 days from 5 days

participate in local volunteering service consider

after the coldest season until 3 days prior the onset

the preservation of the community culture and

of spring. People from Jeju believe that they can do

the protection of the natural environment more

anything big or important such as fixing houses or

important than living matters. Therefore, alongside

moving without having to consider the Gods, therefore

economic activities, the structure of networks

moving during this period can be much more expensive

aimed at the migrants such as volunteer service

compared to other seasons. Cultures such as groups

activities for locals, nature protection and Jeju

connected by kinship, regionalism, marriage, etc. with

culture and values preservation activities, etc., is

family events in Jeju are referred as ‘Gwendang’ and

seen to contribute greatly to the enforcement of

the ‘Sunuleum’ that is the communal sharing of labor

the capabilities of the migrants. If a social safety

using different methods. Life in Jeju could be affluent

network expansion policy and programs are

internally despite the various natural disasters the

prepared for the migrants and locals regardless their

island suffered such as typhoons, etc., thanks to this

origin, their relationship is expected to be influenced

communal help, to do not mention the non-existence

positively.

of beggars and thieves. Likewise, the people moving
to Jeju can only experience real happiness from their
Jeju life if they receive the real Jeju citizenship by
understanding the local culture, actively participating
in works related to the village and neighborhood and
by taking responsibility of the community. On the other
hand, the Jeju locals must try to actively accept the
responsible migrants reminding that the Jeju culinary

Reference data

got better with the golden age of mandarin farming

MOON SOON DEOK, LIM MI KYUNG (2014), [Basic Research Related to the Establishment of the Local Existence of Jeju Settlers]

with the help of the migrants in the 60s and 70s.

Governing Province and Proposals for Settlement Support]

HWANG KYUNG SOO, OH YUN KYUNG, KOH HWAN WOO (2014), [Research About the Realities of Migrants to Jeju Special SelfKANG BONG SOO, KIM MIN YOUNG, KIM MI RYANG, KIM DONG HYUN (2016), [Consideration of the Jeju Settlement Process
Through a Research of the Jeju Settlers’ Network Status]
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He naturally blends with the Jeju divers. Mr. LEE HAN YOUNG
seems to have born in Jeju and grown in the arms of the Jeju
women divers. However, he is not a native of Jeju, but a migrant
who moved to Jeju 9 years ago. Let’s hear his story about Jeju’s
life who feels it much closer to himself.

“I integrated in
Jeju through
sharing”
Mr. LEE HAN YOUNG – Jeju resident

Written by the Editing Department / Photos by YUN SEON AE

Occasionally, people who moved to Jeju but could
not adapt in the island mention that: ‘People
from Jeju are unsociable and difficult to become
acquainted’. ‘It is hard to communicate as their
dialect is difficult to understand’, etc. However, Mr.
Lee, the president of the nonprofit Jeju Women
Divers’ Culture Preservation Association does not
agree with such statements. “I occasionally hear
such comments. I can understand them but cannot
agree with them. There is no other place as ‘open’
as Jeju is for me. I think Seoul is not as different.
People often do not care about who lives next door
and many ‘close’ themselves tightly.”
He mentioned that those who move to Jeju by
choice need to try to approach locals and their
culture first. Just as it takes two to tango, the
posture of the accepting side is very important.
Physical and psychological or even spiritual effort
may be necessary to make it work. “I would like
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to say that if you don’t know what kind of effort is

profit organization’ implies, there are no profits

necessary, just start by sharing things you already

being generated, but the fruitfulness from this

know first or that you have enough and can share

work boils up just as volcanic lava when recalling

without burden. Time or talent can be shared, and

the grateful female divers’ tearful faces. However,

even interest or consideration too.”

just as things were about the settle down, Japan

Mr. Lee always missed the sea as he was a swimmer

slightly tried to take a scoop in the UNESCO

and scuba diving teacher. He moved to Jeju 9 years

registration of the Jeju female divers’ culture. Mr.

ago as he dreamt of being a ‘Haenam (male diver)’.

Lee immediately run to Jeju International Airport

He entered the Hansupul Female Divers School and

and on/offline Internet portal sites and took the

learnt and felt the culture of the Jeju female divers.

lead in the gathering of signatures nationwide. The

More than anything, he felt touched by the stories of

reaction was tremendous. In the end, he made the

the female divers who lived their whole life without

splendid achievement of registering the Jeju female

resting to support and look after their children.

divers’ culture as a UNESCO intangible heritage of

“ I t i s v e r y n a t u ra l t o b u m p i n t o b i a s o r

humanity in December 1, 2016. Contents related

preconception in life. Even here in Jeju there are

to the female divers’ culture are being planned

many who think that the female divers are stronger

and produced at the ‘Sumbi Co., Ltd.’ – company

than the Marine Corps who can catch even ghosts.

established based on such experience and know-

However, their strong way of speaking or their

how.

strict discipline are only a way of living. If you listen

“Somehow I became the road manager of these

to their stories you will notice they are just like

adorable female divers. Most of the press who

innocent girls. These mothers with strong maternal

needs coverage or shooting related to the Jeju

instinct never treat others thoughtlessly.”

female divers contact me nowadays. It probably

However, Mr. Lee has noticed that the female

means that there are no other person among the

divers are reducing day-by-day, and he decided to

female divers to help readily and also that the

create the ‘Jeju Women Divers’ Culture Preservation

female divers believe me. Sometimes when I am in

Association’ to protect these respectful and

Seoul I get calls from them asking me to come back

impressive women divers before it is too late. He

because of shootings from broadcasting stations,

gathered opinions by related organizations and

so I immediately get into the plane. I really enjoy it.

scholars and edited important records in books.

Please believe me. The best way to live happily in

However it was not enough. The women divers had

Jeju is to share something you already had to those

to have their living and independence guaranteed

who need. If you do so, happiness will just follow as

to stop them from disappearing. The Jeju-do Office

an extra gift.

also empowered his admirable effort and highly
recognized ideas. As a result, a performance about
the female divers work planned by him at the large
tank of the Seongsanpo Aqua Planet is still being
presented in Seonghwang-ri. As the word ‘non-
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From some point of time Jeju became the dreamland and the
place where everyone wants to live, and the moving fever to
the island started. However, there are many who are not being
able to settle in Jeju as expected. How is the director of the Jeju
Community Life Research Institute seeing this migration to Jeju?

“Migrating?
Worrymore
about how to
live than
what to do”
SEO YOUNG SEOK
– Director of the Jeju Community Life
Research Institute

Written by the Editing Department / Photos by YUN SEON AE

“Why are people so enthusiastic about Jeju nowadays?
The reason is usually very similar. The most common
case are those who feel impressed by the unique
natural environment of Jeju and feel amazed by how
different the living culture of this island can be from
their original habitat. Everything seems very attractive
until this point. However, living in Jeju is something
completely different. Occasionally I can see this type
of migrants who cannot give away this tourist mind
and suffer a lot because this separation between
reality and fantasy. What is migration? When people
move from one area to another or to a different city
or region, they call it ‘moving’ when it occurs in the
mainland and not ‘migration’. In the same context,
migration means crossing continents or oceans away
from the peninsula and entering a new culture. That
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is why the essence of migrating to Jeju is not moving

Director Seo. Long-term discernment and phased

to another space, but the search and understanding

preparation to improve adaptation is necessary for a

about a new life. It is worrying more about how to live

successful settlement. Economic independence and

rather than what to do”, says SEO YOUNG SEOK, the

cooperative harmony to enable contentment are also

director of the Jeju Community Life Research Institute

compulsory conditions. Various interesting programs

who migrated to Seogwipo from Seoul 3 years ago.

that combine theory and practice are standing out.

He became interested in community life by working in

Lectures such as the ‘Changes occurred to the life of

the department responsible for philanthropic activities

locals in sightseeing areas of Jeju’, ‘Ecological story of

with the local society and the corporate culture of a

the intertidal zone and tidal pools’, ‘Jeju’s mythology’,

large company. He started dreaming of a second life

‘Jeju’s villages and community culture unknown

in Jeju when he realized that the things he believed

even by locals’, ‘Jeju history and culture study’, ‘The

to make life more comfortable in cities were actually

village life of the female diver from mainland’, etc.,

impoverishing human life. His first experiment was

volunteer services, group cleaning of local restaurants,

share-housing based on the concept of sharing and

mandarin harvesting and packing learnt from locals,

not owning a basic house in the housing culture.

village paths visit learnt from things that went out of

“Coincidently, most of the residents I met while

sight, digging sweet potatoes and potatoes, potluck

managing a share-house for the past 3 years were

barbecue party, and forum classes with makgeolli

people who had their feelings hurt. It was the same

(rice wine) in rainy days when it is possible to conduct

with the students of the One-month Life Village

outdoors classes, educational trips by the head of

School aimed at expected settlers at the Yerye Village

a fishing village of Gapado as the daily guide, etc.

in October last year. Why is that? Did you watch

“Migration and settling must be seen from a local

the soap opera <Answer, 1988>? I don’t watch

and social perspective beyond individuals. Settlers

soap operas with frequency, but this one was really

must bear in mind that the first step for a happy Jeju

fun to watch maybe because I belong to the same

life is respecting the culture and life of locals. Even

generation as the main characters. At that time there

though things are a little inconvenient or unfamiliar,

was a neighborhood who shared joy, anger, sorrow

they are the key that protected the natural and

and pleasure with each other in the backstreet of

cultural heritage of Jeju. The keyword for the program

their houses. How is it now? People have to bear

this year is ‘communication’. There is nothing better

with an extreme sense of crisis of having to win a

than sharing food through communication methods

competition of 1 against 1000 to survive and live with

between the region and the neighborhood. I am also

strange social classes of being from a family of ‘dirt

planning to improve literary communication between

spoon’ or ‘golden spoon’. It is obvious people may

locals and settlers through books as an intermediary.

get hurt if living within such a situation. However,

That is why the name of the project is ‘Jeju’s dining

the human instinct knows how to get cured. It is

table village’s desk’. Just as rice is prepared, books

the power of nature. I believe the beautiful nature

also need to be carefully edited so I am dedicating

of Jeju is the best environment to allow people live

myself totally to this project. At last, I would like to

like a decent human being, and also that recovering

say that Jeju is really a land of healing. There is an

a world created with the community is the best

old saying that states ‘send horses to Jeju and people

proposal and solution to the humankind.” ‘How

to Seoul’. ‘Still send horses to Jeju and people who

can we protect the values of Jeju and coexist and

would live like a decent human should be sent to

cooperate with each other?’ It was the catchphrase

Tamna (previous name of Jeju).’ Shouldn’t it change

of the One-month Life Village School hosted by

like this as the generation changed too?”
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Problems between new migrants and Jeju locals are unconsciously
becoming a new social problem in Jeju.
The thoughts of locals about this problem are transmitted through
the novelist Han Rim Hwa natural of Onpyung-ri, Seongsan-eup,
Seogwipo City.

“We must
do things
together while
embracing
each other”
Ms. HAN RIM HWA – local novelist

Written by the Editing Department / Photos by YUN SEON AE

“I heard that apart from large cities such as Seoul,
most local governments are very worried about the
reduction in population, so I feel really grateful and
glad for the continuous increase in the population
in Jeju. However many people are worrying about
the different problems that are appearing with the
increase in population. I wonder if these people
know when this population increase started to
happen. Statistically speaking, the inflowing
population increased rapidly since about 2011,
which means it is less than 10 years ago. Therefore
the appearance of new problems is just something
very natural. Let’s take a look in the human history.
Have you ever seen a society without a transition
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period? Or, is there any culture formed without

modern history of the April 3 case such reason could

undergoing trials and errors? No matter what it is,

be guessed, but things that have to put aside must

it is just not possible to feel satisfied with the first

be dropped for a larger step forward.”

spoon of food.”

Novelist Han emphasizes the community culture of

The novelist Han, who has contributed her whole

Jeju such as the original Nunuleum. Additionally,

life to the research of the traditional culture and arts

thanks to the local culture such as the gye (kind of

of Jeju, feels glad with the topic about the increase

traditional private fund popular among Koreans)

in the migratory population to Jeju. Her hometown

created to promote friendship and exchange

is Onpyung-ri, Seongsan-eup, Seogwipo City. It is

economic help, all sorts of family matters such as

right in the east seaside of the island where the

studies, marriage, funerals, etc. are not treated

three virgins from the Wisamseong Mythology (the

indifferently no matter how poor the family is.

founder’s myth of Jeju’s Ko, Yang and Bu – the three

“There is a custom of calling adults in the

legendary families) appeared for the first time in

neighborhood as ‘uncle’ (samchun). Uncles are

Jeju. The footprints of the legendary horses believed

nearly the same as a brother. So neighbors from

to have been printed when the three virgins reached

the mainland could be about ‘cousins’ (sachon). I

the shore are still there even after millions of years,

think we need to completely open our hearts. Open

and the pond named ‘Honinji Pond’ reported to be

our hearts to the migrants who come to Jeju for a

the place the three goddess got married still remain

new life and arouse once more the community spirit

intact.

shown by the local mothers in the past. It is the

“I remember a short documentary I saw on

same with the migrants. They need to make an effort

television. It was about the story of the owners

to assimilate in the Jeju society. Some time ago

of two local restaurants claiming they were the

celebrities started coming to Jeju, take possession of

original rice soup restaurant. Do you know how it

large amounts of land and lock their doors creating

ended? It was that ‘there is no original’. It can be

an island within the island. I do not think it is right

pretty trivial but at the same time this conclusion

for Jeju. There is more land in the mainland, so

implied a lot. Food is culture. The dispute itself of

why do they have to come here to do so? Locals,

being the original by stating ‘being the first to make

migrants and the government needs to embrace,

it’ or ‘being the first to find it’ is just meaningless.

accept and help each other. That is the only way to

I believe it is the same with the migratory culture.

live well as a single community.”

Who is the original native in Jeju? The families Ko,
Yang and Bu just like in the mythology are famous,
but how about the other families who have lived
their whole lives in Jeju? Since when do you have
to live in Jeju to be a native? From Goryeo Dynasty?
Chosun Dynasty? I know that some people from Jeju
draw a line saying that they are native and others
are foreigners. If you refer to the sad and painful
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Jeju Life in Numbers
at a Glance

Reasons to
Leave to Jeju

Written by the Editing Department

To cure diseases
(physical and
psychological)
and rest

5.8%

Others

8.4%
Work and
business
transfer

For the children
education

29.8%

6.6%

Felt attracted
by the
Jeju nature

21.4%

Things necessary
to the migrants!
Housing, real estate purchase information and
registration 38.4%
Employment agencies 18.5%

Selected as a new settlement
place
after retirement

28.0%

Return home and farming education 12.0%
Jeju understanding training program
(language, history, life customs, etc.) 11.6%
Construction permission
(related to water and sewage, etc.) 9.6%
Education information such as school information, etc. 6.2%

Others 3.6%

Where to find
information necessary
for migration?

Sweeting reflects 3.6%

Packing-up
Work and the natural environment of
Jeju are the main motivation factors

Acquaintances who migrated to Jeju
first or are from Jeju 60.2%

of migrating to Jeju, and demand for

Direct research 15.8%

and local employment appeared to

Cyber space such as the Internet,

be highly necessary. The research also

SNS, etc. 12.2%
Press media such as television,
newspaper, etc. 5.6%
Jeju Self-governing Province

information about housing purchase

showed that migrants obtain necessary
information mainly from acquaintance
or research about it directly, and the

Website or public servants 1.6%

use of information acquired from public

Others 4.6%

organizations was relatively low.
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The latest
incoming
population
in the Jeju
area (people)

Leaving
The inflowing population to Jeju is
increasing continuously. The number
of younger migrants was higher
than other age groups according to
results obtained since 2012, which
showed migrants in their 30s, 40s and
20s sequentially, and the incoming
population in their 40s increased
largely. Regarding the gender of

38,544

migrants, the results showed a larger

32,835

number of males moving to Jeju
25,221

compared to the female population.

2012

28,244

2013

2014

2015

More men migrating to
Jeju (people)
Female incoming population

20,232

Male incoming population
18,312
17,520
15,063
11,717

13,504

2012

15,315

13,181

2013

2014

2015
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Where do migrants work after
settling down?
Before settlement

After settlement

Self-employed 18.0%

Self-employed 32.8%

Office work, management,
specialized work, etc. 35.8%

Office work, management,
specialized work, etc. 11.0%

Public servant 3.6%

Public servant 2.2%

1st industry employees 3.6%

1st industry employees 12.2%

Producer, technicians, simple labor 5.8%

Producer, technicians, simple labor 5.6%

Seller, service related job 11.0%

Seller, service related job 13.6%

Housewife 9.0%

Housewife 6.8%

Student 6.6%

Student 2.2%

Others 6.6%

Others 13.6%

Settling
Wage-earning labor reduced after
settlement and self-employment
demonstrated an increase in numbers.

Jeju Settling,
Are You Happy?
After settlement

Regarding life satisfaction, happiness
showed to be felt more after settling
in Jeju.

Happy

62.2%

Normal

32.8%

Before settlement
‘Happy’ 31.7%, ‘normal’ 55.2%, ‘unhappy’ 13.1%
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Unhappy

5%

Adapting
The relationship between Jeju migrants
and locals is generally good, but the
structure of a program and network
for the harmonization of migrants and
locals is necessary as administrative
support for communication is still
inadequate. Proposals for integration
with migrants such as the provision of
opportunities to migrants to participate
in the community such as through local
cooperative work, volunteer service

This is necessary to
integrate with locals!

activities, etc. are being cited.

Administrative organs’ effort for socialization between locals and migrants
24.2%

Change in the values and attitude of migrants
19.3%

Structure of a network for migrants and locals
Active acceptance attitude of Jeju locals
Jeju understanding training for migrants
Others

30.8%

17.1%
7.7%

0.9%

Proposals for local
participation by migrants
Participation in cooperatives with locals such
as the establishment of village associations, etc. 44.5%
Volunteer service activities (talent donation, etc.) 25.8%
Participation in all types of committees (consultation centered, etc.) 7.4%
Citizen committees and development committees activities 6.6%
Others 3.9%

Data LEE HWA JIN (Jeju Female Family Research Institute) [Research on the Realities of Jeju Migrants and Support Proposals] 2017
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Gwideok-ri residents picking onions – one of the main agricultural products in spring in Jeju © AHN HO SEONG
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Gwideok-ri, Bokdeokgae Port, the first place
visited by Youngdeunghalmanggi visiting Jeju
The mythology of Youngdeunghalmanggi still
alive in Gwideok-ri
The abundance given by Youngdeunghalmanggi
is not given only
to land and the sea
This blessing is also given to
the people’s hearts
Let’s look into Hallim-eup, Gwideok-ri
The village of kind and warmhearted people

Gwideok-ri
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Gwideok2-ri
Gwideok1-ri

Suwon-ri

Gwideok2-ri
Daerim-ri
Gwideok3-ri
Gwideok1-ri

Hanseok-ri
Hallim-eup
Suwon-ri

Daerim-ri
Hanseok-ri
Gwideok3-ri
Hallim2-ri

Ongpo-ri

Hallim2-ri
Ongpo-ri

Hallim1-ri Hallim3-ri

Hallim1-riGanggu-ri
Hallim3-ri
Dongmyeong-ri

Sangdae-ri

Ganggu-ri

Hyeopjae-ri
Wollyeong-ri

Myeongwol-ri

Dongmyeong-ri
Hyeopjae-ri

Geumneung-ri

ollyeong-ri

Sangdae-ri

Sangmyeong-ri

Wollim-ri

The first village
bringing the
flower winds of
Youngdeunghalmanggi
Written by OH SOON DEOK (Essayist) / Photos by AHN HO SEONG

Geumak-ri

Myeongwol-ri

Geumneung-ri

Sangmyeong-ri

Wollim-ri

Geumak-ri
There are many villages in Jeju that still preserve their mythologies and shamanic faiths. Hallim-

1132

Round Road

eup is located in the very east side, Aewol is a village located in the borders and Gwideok-ri is

1136

Middle Road

one of them. Gwideok-ri, the village of the Youngdeung myth, can be reached after crossing the

1115

2nd Sanrokdo

Geomseong Bridge, Geumseong-ri, Aewol-eup about 20km west from Jeju City. This village is

1135

Peace Road

located in the very east of Hallim-eup and in the borders of Aewol and it has long-time traditions.
The previous name of Gwideok-ri is Seokcheon Village. According to the recorders of Huijong of
Goryeo correcting Seokchon Village of Tamna Province into Gwideok Province, Gwideok-ri is a
village formed long ago since the Tamna Era.

From the Youngdeung Myth Park to Youngdeung Gods Festival
Jeju preserves independent myths and shamanic faiths for many years compared to the mainland
maybe because its characteristics of being an island. There is a Halmangdang Sanctuary – a
shamanic faith that has lived with the people from Gwideok-ri in the east side of the fishing village
hall of Gwideok-ri. This religious sanctuary is the village’s Gods who control the area’s productions
and families. This religious sanctuary called by locals and the Gwideok Village’s Gods Sanctuary
holds village rituals on the first goat’s day of January or on the cow’s day every year. All the people
who represent the village such as the head of the village, the head of the fishing village, the
president’s wife, etc. of Gwideok-ri prepare themselves neatly a few days in advance when these
rituals take place. When there are ancestral rituals or during national holidays, families prepare
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Bokdeokgae Port, the first port opened in Gwideok-ri

dishes for the Halmang Sanctuary separately and offer them to the Gods. Locals believe that this sanctuary must be visited at least once a year for peace
and comfort in their households even if living in a place away from home.
It is also believed that the Gods travelling from far away Siberian fields visit Jeju in February when the fresh feel of spring arrives. Among them
there is the Goddess Youngdeung who brings the last cold spells and the flower seeds of spring. The Goddess Youngdeung, who is also called
‘Youngdeunghalmang’, arrived for the first time exactly in the Bokdeokgae Port in Gwideok-ri. Youngdeunghalmang arrives at the Bokdeokgae Port
in the beginning of February and goes around Jeju for fifteen days spreading all types of seeds on the grounds and seas and making land more fertile
and fishing plentiful. From long ago the Youngdeung Festival to greet the Goddess Youngdeung was held in Gwideok-ri but it reduced in scale after the
Japanese colonial era and the Jeju April 3 Case, and it only its formalities were left. However, Gwideok-ri opened the Youngdeunghalmang Mythology
Park in Bokdeokgae and the Youngdeung Welcome Festival was restored, and it was magnificently held in the village last February. Villagers and tourists
visiting the Youngdeung ceremony gathered and enjoyed the festival together. You do not need to be a local resident. On that day everyone, no matter
where they are from, made wishes and shared foods and kindness with each other. Everyone prayed for human peace. Youngdeunghalmang, who was
gladly welcomed by Gwideok-ri, travelled around Jeju for fifteen days and visited Woodo (Soseom) before returning to her country.

A drive along Gwideok-ri
Gwideok-ri is formed by Gwideok 1-ri, Gwideok 2-ri and Gwideok 3-ri. There is a rocky island with a lighthouse on the stone turtle in the coastal waters
of Gwideok 1-ri. This island is a rocky island called ‘Large Island’ and ‘Small Island’, and in the past it was called Seokcheon-do because it acts as a
breakwater for the village. In the middle of 1980, a lighthouse was built in the ‘Large Island’ with a turtle-shaped base, when it started being called
Turtle Lighthouse Island. As there are place like this called by a new name, there are also places called by their original old name. There is a pavilion in
the shallow hills on the right hand-side when entering the coastal road in front of a settlement structure on the west side of Gwideok 1-ri. Villagers visit
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this place to cool off from the summer heat and tourists passing by enjoy a refreshing rest in this
pavilion called ‘Gwemul Hill’. Gwemul means waters from rocks, and that is where its name came
from. There is an information board about this place at the entrance of the hill. A fresh spring water
can be found in the inner side of the coastal roads when observing the seaside from this pavilion.
The coastal villages were formed thanks to this spring water, and many of them could be found in
the between the Gwideok 1-ri and 2-ri. According to the research data by the Jeju Water Resources
Headquarters, there were 19 spring waters in Gwideok-ri but unfortunately 9 of them ran dry or
disappeared. However, there are still some water springs being used for living at the present. For
instance, the ‘Large Water’ located in the east side of Bokdeokgae in Gwideok 1-ri is one of them.
The Large Water provided water for living to the whole village before waterworks took place in
the region and it still being used by many residents. There are also water springs with good water
quality in the Gwideok 2-ri coastal road such as the ‘Hangbeolleojinmul’, ‘Gumdeulaegimul’, etc.
The Gumdeulaegimul in Nashin-dong, Gwideok 2-ri, clean and fresh water gushes out from cracks
between rocks and is used as mineral water. In the past, many people came to the village as they
believed his water spring could cure minor diseases and skin diseases. There is also the mermaid
1
2

legend and turtle story in this water spring. However, the old memories from this coastal road are
quietly disappearing one by one with the construction of new buildings in the area.

Gwideok-ri’s Spring Day
The sceneries of Gwideok-ri in March are very quiet and secluded. Villages are busy with farming
work of cabbage and broccoli, and the sound of machines busy with the work of pealing chives
from morning until the next day during winter are finally getting a rest.
1. Springwater showing the unique culture of Jeju
using water
2. Students of the first female diver school
- Hansupul Female Diver School

The seas get busy when warm winds start to blow. Fishermen are fixing nets at the port in the
coastal roads and others are busy harvesting hijiki and agar. The cold winter is over and energetic
days are about the start. Seaweeds are spread alongside the coastal roads and locals are busy
pealing sea urchins caught by the women divers. Spring, the season when people who left to the
seas return. Most of the Gwideok-ri population work in farming. In Jeju, which is a volcanic island,
harden basalt from the erupted lava is everywhere. Farming in such land means working with
stones. The stone wall of Jatjil (Seollo-dong), Gwideok 1-ri shows it perfectly. The rocks found during
the farming work were so many in numbers and there was no suitable place to dispose them. The
rocks pilled at the edges of the field became stone walls and boundaries between fields. This Jatjil
enables visitors to feel the diligence of people from the past who had to sort the rocks out as well
as their laboriousness. The stone wall of Jatjil, Seongro-dong is still well preserved. There is also a
famous cultural heritage in Gwideok-ri. The Jeju Intangible Cultural Heritage No. 8 (designated on
April 10, 1986) – Jeongdong Beollipjang (Artisan HONG DAL PYO). Jeongdong Beollipjang is the
unique hat used by farmers in Jeju, which is very similar to rough hat made of bamboo and worn
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by mourners, was used to protect farmers from rain or sunshine. At the moment, the artisan HONG
DAL PYO is trying to continue and extend the tradition of this unique hat. Additionally, there are
the No. 23-6 Woojiyeondae (Gwideok 2-ri, house no. 3977) and the No. 23-18 Gwideokyeondae
(Gwideok 1-ri, house no. 1178) used as souvenirs. As for undesignated cultural heritages there
are the Gwideok Fortress located at the Gwideok 2-ri Mangbat Coastal Road and the coastal field
boundaries at Nashin-dong. The only mandarin farm in Gwideok-ri is located in the mountain village
of Gwideok 3-ri. Except for this place, most of the Gwideok 1, 2 and 3-ri are used for farming.
Chives, cabbage, broccoli and other vegetables are being produced and the well-known ‘pealed
chives’ that drew large income in the area during winter was first produced here, becoming a big
hit nationwide. Local farmers often say that they have to reuse dirt dishes for meals during the high
season of pealed chives due to lack of time to even do the dishes. The female divers of Gwideok-ri
show the diligent life of Jeju female divers as they work in farming during the day and go to the sea
when the breeze stops blowing and it is tide time. Unfortunately such female divers are decreasing
in number as they are ageing, and in order to ensure the culture of the female divers continues, the
Hansupul Female Divers School was founded in Jinjilgae Port, Gwideok 2-ri as a citizen autonomous
characterization business in 2007. The female divers of this village are the teachers, and this school
aimed to teach the general public is the only school worldwide that teaches the work of female
divers. Recently, Gwideok-ri is undergoing great transformations with the influx of people from
other regions. There is a new café on the Halmang Sanctuary, old houses are disappearing and new
buildings are being constructed in an instant. Even time cannot keep pace with its speed. Hopefully,
the old memories from these surroundings will be preserved for many years to go.

From left: Youngdeungharubang, Youngdeunghalmang,Youngdeungdaewang
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Gwideok-ri by Info Graphic
Chuja-myeon
Udo-myeon
Gwideok 2-ri

Jocheon-eup

Gujwa-eup

Jeju

Gwideok 1-ri
Gwideok 3-ri

Aewol-eup

Seongsan-eup

Hallim-eup

Pyoseon-myeon

Hangyeong-myeon
Namwon-eup
Andeok-myeon

Seogwipo

Daejeong-eup

Who lives there?
Gwideok 1-ri

households

501

Population

males

Population

males

Population

males

588

females

532

Gwideok 2-ri

households

315

310

females

299

Gwideok 3-ri

households

121

Data
[2016 Residents Registration Population Statistic Report]
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130

females

143

Famous things to not be missed in Gwideok-ri
The Guardian Tree that protected the village

Turtle on the Seashore Rocks

Hackberry

Seokcheon-do
Turtle Lighthouse

Location Gwideok 1-ri / Tree circumference: 4m

Location Gwideok 1-ri

for 160 years

/ Height: 7m / Age 160 years
Jeju’s God of Fertility

Rest Area with Water Spring from Rocks

Youngdeunghalmang
Mythology Park

Gwemul Hill

Location: Gwideok 1-ri

Life-giving Water from Rock Cracks

Location: Gwideok 1-ri

Gumdeulaegimul
Location: Gwideok 2-ri

Special products of Gwideok-ri
Representative Production Alongside the Dirt Chives

Pealed Chives
Fresh greeneries~

Cabbage & Broccoli
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“Continuing the Tradition of the Jeju
Jeongdong Beollip (typical hat)”
Written by the Editing Department / Photo by YUN SEON AE

Learning from her uncle – a Jeju’s hat expert
Among the various people possible to be met in Gwideok Village is the teaching assistant of Jeongdong Beollip, the Intangible
Cultural Heritage No. 8 designed by Jeju Self-governing Province and Korean expert in jeongdong crafts Ms. Hong Yang Suk. The
master in Jeongdong Beollip Hong Yang Suk who can only be seen in Jeju describes her first experiences with Jeongdong Beollip.
‘Jeongdong’ is Cocculus in the Jeju dialect. Even though it is a very precious object that can only be seen in museums, there were
no houses without this typical hat made from Cocculus in the past. Thanks to her uncle (Hong Man Nyun an artisan of Jeongdong
Beollip, the Jeju Intangible Cultural Heritage No. 8), who was the most skillful person in Jeju, I could learn crafts with Jeongdong
properly. Additionally, my hometown – Gwideok-ri, was designated as the Jeongdong production center in the past. My uncle used
to dry the Jeongdong vine on the rooftop of his house. After drying the vines for one or two months under the hot sunshine during
the day and getting moisturized by the dewdrops at night, the green color of Jeongdong changed into gray and in the end it was
transformed into a beautiful brown color. I still remember how I felt impressed by the beauty of the natural colors of the Jeongdong
vines as a child.” Her father, who was a police officer passed away when she was 5 years old. Her mother who suddenly had to
become the household of the family, started picking Jeongdong vines and sell to her uncle who always needed craft materials,
and her family difficultly managed to make living. Every time she missed her father, young Hong Yang Suk would run to her uncle’s
house and with her tiny hands she started playing with the Jeongdong vines and learning this beautiful job from her uncle. As it is
known, her uncle was good at twisting objects with straw or mesh, and she certainly got it from him. The number of days when her
quiet uncle would look carefully her skillful hand movements and contemplate her work pleasantly increased.

Jeongdong hats are 100% handmade and the product of time and dedication
“My uncle was really like a Jeongdong Beollip. I never seen him angry and his surroundings was always comfortable due to his
gentle personality. It is amazing even now. It was difficult to understand how he could always be sitting with the same posture
whenever I met him. If it was not for his expert mind he probably would not be able to dedicate his whole life to Beollip. I cannot
exclude my mom from it either. My mom was against this work from the very beginning. She would sit with me for 3 nights and
4 days trying to convince myself to give up, but in the end she just felt deep asleep. One day she looked seriously in my eyes and
asked me to stop it immediately saying it would damage my hands and my whole body. However, in the end my mother herself
would spend sleepless nights preparing the Jeongdong vines to facilitate my work. For that reason, all the Beollip I made belong
to my mother. I just managed to become an expert thanks to my mother’s virtues and hard work.” Master Hong’s eyes got wet
while looking far away in the skies and recalling her mother’s unconditional love. Beollip is 100% handmade and it needs smooth
Jeongdong, but the Jeongdong picked from the mountains is never smooth. The cleaning process of passing them one by one on
fishing nets is also 100% handmade. It is a job that really requires patience and dedication. “Jeongdong Beollip is the product
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of time and dedication. It may take from one month to 3 to 4 months to make one hat. However, apart from making, finding
the necessary materials is practically impossible nowadays. Where is that Jeongdong found in great abundance in the past? I
feel resentful for the environmental pollution or development boom that destroyed its natural habitat. That is why I am trying to
create a Beollip made by the Korean traditional Hanji (paper) as a new alternative, and I will dedicate myself and work 100 times
more than I have done so far to make it work.” There is not only the Jeongdong Beollip in the world as the product of time and
dedication. The ‘teachings of her uncle’ are the lines of latitude and ‘her mother’s love’ is the line of longitude and life goes on.
Just as the Jeongdong vines, individual strings do not have any use, but when individual strings meet another individual string and
are held tidily a new masterpiece hat is born again. Master Hong, who is finely holding the Jeongdong Beollip like her own child
agrees by nodding and smiling from ear to ear.
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“Crossing the Pacific to be
a Jeju Diver”
Ms. Elisabeth Mulvey – Graduate from the Hansupul Female Diver School
Written by Editing Department

9th ‘Top Group’ Diploma for Dedicated Participation in the Training Courses
There is a person who outstands herself among the 9th graduates of Hansupul Female Divers School, the first female divers
training program in the world at Gwideok-ri. She is Elisabeth Mulvey who crossed the Pacific from the USA and came to his place
as she felt attracted by the beauties of Jeju. Did she really complete the training course of female divers successfully? She indeed
did so as it clearly states on her graduation certificate sealed by the school principal – ‘This graduation certificate is conferred to
the above person for completing the 9th regular training course at Hansupul Female Divers School with dedication from May 07,
2016 to August 27, 2016.’
However, what really stands out on her graduation certificate are the words ‘Top Group’ above her name. Top group? Female divers
are classified into Top, Middle and Lower Groups according to their ability of picking seafood. She managed to impress all by her
outstanding diving and seafood picking skills.
“No way. I really worked hard but I definitely do not have outstanding skills. I just managed to pick inedible small seaweeds and
could only catch conches with the help of teachers. I think they classified me as ‘Top Group’ to encourage me to continue working
hard’ said Elisabeth shyly.
When asked about the most difficult training course in the female divers school she mentioned ‘Hum… holding the breath. I have
a fairly good breathing capacity when I go hiking or jogging, but it was hard to stay under water for more than 1 or 2 minutes.
Clams or seaweeds can only be picked after going down a certain distance, therefore breathing capacity is very important as well
as speed and exercising. Your sight must be good too to find things quickly, and sense of direction too. If you found a big clam
but is out of breath and must go back up for a moment, you must remember where the clam was to find it again. However, all the
teachers are very good at everything. Most of them are in their 70s or 80s and their work is just incredible.”

Overcoming language barriers with the support of colleagues
She lives in Chicago, USA. She learnt about the female divers by searching the Internet when she heard stories about Jeju through
a friend staying in the island. She felt very impressed by the story of the grandmothers who sacrifice their lives for their families.
There are no female divers in the US, but she has a grandmother who truly loved her. Apart from that, she felt in love for the
natural sceneries of Jeju and felt she would like to live in this exotic land. “Just in time, the Korean International School (KIS) was
looking for a teacher for their dormitory and she is living in Jeju since 2013 until now. In the fall of 2015 her parents came to Jeju
and both of them felt in love for this island just like me. Coming to Jeju was the luckiest thing in my life. Everything was good in
Jeju but I think my memories at the Gwideok-ri Female Divers School will never be forgotten. It was also good to become a student
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after so many years working as a teacher.”
There are many things to be learnt at Hansupul Female Divers School such as flexibility and diving, CPR and first aid, the history of
the Jeju female divers, the song of the Woodu female diver Kang Gwan Soon, etc. However, she had difficulties in understanding
the contents of most classes that were conducted in Korean, which made Elisabeth feel very frustrated. Every time it happened the
classmates from the ‘Octopus Class’ were of great help. All the group members cheered for her using all types of body language
such as ‘thumbs up’ and ‘I love you’ when she first dived in the sea and she was also applauded with friendly smiles in the first day
of class, helping her feel more relaxed. Elisabeth Mulvey filmed and edited videos of her classes and posted on You Tube to recorde
her fun memories from the Hansupul Female Divers School. Those videos can be seen on You tube by typing ‘lijie on jeju’.

© Elisabeth Mulvey
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Chuja-myeon
Udo-myeon

Discoveries of Jeju

Discovering Jeju on Foot

Jocheon-eup

Gujwa-eup

Discovering Jeju on Foot See
the Crashing Waves in a Windy Day in May
I opened the windows and let the gentle breeze come inside the room as
the bright sunshine was just too good to be wasted.
The flowers buried in the hearts raise their heads. Play in a beach in Jeju
Daejeong-eup

Andeok
-myeon

fluttering by the spring breeze. Just as one passage from the poem by
Moon Chung Seong <Jeju Sea I> ‘look at the sea rolling with the barley in
a windy day in May’.

Jeju
Poem Trip
Spring
Schedule
① Shinchang Coastal Road →

Written by SHIN YOUNG CHEOL (Travel writer)

I recalled the poet Moon Chung Seong while planning a new Jeju trip. He was born in
‘Nammoonbaeggeol’ in Jeju City and his works repeated variations endlessly for more than 40 years
after he started his career in 1977. Nonetheless his main topic was always his hometown ‘Jeju’. Jeju

② Yongsu Port → ③ Dangsanbong →

appears with different colors within his various works. Is that the reason? The Jeju spring itinerary

④ Jagunae Port → ⑤ Chagwido →

with his pieces of work was quite new from the start.

⑥Suwolbong → ⑦ Shindori

Dance with Green Barley and Waves - ‘Shinchang Coastal Road’
The first place visited was Shinchang Coastal Road. The green barleys are riding the winds in the fields of Jeju
when the fallen red flowers of camellia return to the ground. This road is the perfect place if you would like
to feel the refreshing spring sceneries. The Shingchang Coastal Road that goes from Shinchang-ri, Hangyungmyeon, Jeju City until Gosan-ri is famous for taking travelers to a place where the largest desert island in Jeju –
Chagwi-do can be admired as a whole. Windmills are warmly going around throughout the road cutting green
fields and the indigo sea, and the salty but not sticky waves come ashore through the wide open car window.
Recently the most secret and hot place in the Shingchang Coastal Road is the Jeju Demonstration Sea Farm.
The end of the sea reaches this place by following the pavement in front of the building of KOSPO International
Wind Power Control Center. Still it is not the end of the road. One white bridge crosses between the combined
blue sky and sea. Just as one road gives birth to another road, a road seen only at a low tide guides visitors
towards the faraway lighthouse after crossing the bridge.

‘Yongsu Port’ the Catholic Pilgrimage Route
1. The lighthouse road opens in the coastal waters
at Shinggyemul Park
2. Anglers fishing time from the rocks on the
seashore when the tide rises
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The port seen at the very end of Shingchang Coastal Road gathers waves all together. It is Yongsu
Port. This place became famous as a pilgrimage route after the case of the first Korean to receive

1
2
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3
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ordination - Priest Kim Dae Geon who touched the water after being caught by a storm. There are
two stone pagodas (stone pagodas to stop misfortunes of the village) by the beach of this small
port, and it is a peaceful place even with rough waves maybe because of the fresh energy from the
east and west.
The coastal road ends at Yongsu Port but if you feel you would like to enjoy a little more of
the beautiful green, just follow the Olle signs and drop by Dangsanbong. This seashore cliff of
Saengigijeong road (Saenggi means bird and gijeong means sea in Jeju dialect) located by the
entrance, which is 148m high and has 4,674m in circumference is the best unexplored region of
the Course 12 of Jeju Olle allowed only to those travelling on foot. Jagunae Port is located just after
crossing this Dangsanbong. The faint Chagwi-do seen from the Yongsu Port gets closer after passing
Dangsanbong and at the end its mysterious features can be clearly seen. One may feel irritated
by the fact that even though the beautiful Chagwi-do gets very close it cannot be reached even if
stretching both hands to its maximum.

4

My dear who does not come back from fishing

5

Calling endlessly his name
The Cheolbuam is on that side
But in a day when even the wind is fast asleep
The voices calling my dear are fast asleep too
It is very quiet and tranquil
Crossing the Jeju seas in barefoot
I want to go to Ieodo
- from Moon Chung Seong’s poem

Chagwi-do, A Genuine Desert Island
Chagwi-do was a land prohibited to be approached by people for 30 years. Its doors only opened
a few years ago. It takes only 10 minutes to reach Chagwi-do by boat from Jagunae Port. A stone
house greets visitors after walking on the island’s stone steps for about one hour. It is a sign of the
times people used to live here. According to an old man, people used to live in this island without
ambition, living harmonically as a single family and without any clothing just as Adam and Eva in
the Garden of Eden. This land became free for many years after they left the island. Owing to that,
the island’s stone steps are surrounded by pure nature. Rare purple chickweeds smile gently after
crossing the primitive meadows. The scenery seen by the cliff with its red volcanic stones seams
to absorb the soul and the spreading open sea is breathtaking. Hearts grow restless by facing the
3. Yongsu Port coastal waters with rough waves
4. Squid and dried cuttlefish, Jagunae Port scenery
with a lighthouse in the past

infinite emerald color while feeling the wind blowing in this island. Would the illusionary island
Ieodo mentioned by poets be there somewhere in this sea?

5. Chagwi-do seen from Jagunae Port
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Stand towards the Jeju’s sea
With Halla Mountain on your back
The horizon moves (omit) slowly
Towards the eyebrows
Open dreams after crossing the horizon, one sailing ship in the tide
Is there life in Ieodo, is there life in Ieodo?
The starlight is lighten up, let’s paddle
6

Let’s go sailing towards the starlight

7

- from Moon Chung Seong’s poem

The best of the Jeju seas to rest a tired mind
Go back to the prow and climb Suwolbong if you would like to embrace Chagwi-do at once.
Suwolbong is a mountaintop of 77m high and the best observatory in southwestern Jeju. Chagwido floating on the Pacific Ocean and Jeju’s west coast can be seen from the top of this mountain.
The aura of the Global Geoparks can also be enjoyed on the lower mountainside. The gigantic
seashore cliff formed by pilled pyroclastic material flows to the sea just as a wriggling dragon.
Drive through Shindo-ri to the south from Suwolbong when you start missing the warmth of people
away from the quiet sound of breathing from nature. It is a pleasant place as it still has the taste
of rural Jeju villages as it stayed aside the development fever. There are stone fishing nets created
naturally shaped as large bowls all around by the shore and many enjoy catching small fishes. The
sound of the villagers talking while weeding the garlic field in native Jeju dialect is just very warm
and friendly.
What did you say?
I can’t hear anything
I said I can’t hear anything
Why do you keep saying something?
6. Beautiful scenery of Chagwi-do island stone steps that
unfold at each step
7. Falcon rock seen from the boat returning from Chagwi-do
8. Even the breeze is breathtaking! Sunset at Chagwi-do
9. Shindo-ri Coast beautiful sceneries and Olle hikers

A windy island
Nothing can be heard
Jeju dialects said with a lagging voice just as the sea
- MOON CHUNG SEONG Poem from <Jeju’s Dialect>

It may be good to drive down the seaside from Shindo-ri until the main harbor of the southwest
side of Jeju, but going back to Jagunae Port may be a better choice if it is already sunset. When the
sun touches the seashore cliff similar to a falcon here in Jeju’s best sunset spot, the sunset beauty
reaches its peak. Even the breeze sound seems to enjoy the imaginary spring at Jagunae Port and
rest peacefully.
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Full of Spring
Energy

‘Jeju
Home
Cooking’
Spring, when everything comes alive,
is the ‘health care season’.
The greatness of the Mother Nature that
make sprouts grow in places where the
bitter cold past becomes the source of
energy and healing to those who were
shivering all winter long. That is why the
things that grow in spring are regarded as
tonics that gives energy to the human body
and stimulate the appetite. Fresh vegetables
from the garden, tasty pickled fishes (jeotgal)
and vegetables, fresh fish, nicely prepared
grain rice. This simple home cooking that
reflects the nature and life of Jeju is at it is
the best well-being health food. The crunchy,
sweet and soft cabbage leafs melt in the
mouth.
This light green colors me too.

Written by BAE SUNAH (freelancer) /
Photos by YUN SEON AEH / Place and food sponsorship by KIM JI SOON
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Seasonal Ingredients “Maximize the
Taste of Ingredients”
Rice bowls were not necessary on the dining table of
Jeju families during spring. Rice was poured in a large
nangpun (Jeju dialect for ‘large brass bowl’), which was
placed in the middle of the dining table surrounded
by one bowl of soup each. The other dishes on the
dining table were very simple too. In summer barley
rice, in winter millet rice with soup, kimchi, pickled fish,
soybean paste (doenjang) and seasoned vegetables.
Depending on the family’s economic circumstances, fish
or meat would be served too, but the most common
side dishes were prepared with vegetables picked from
the backyard. At that time, the freshly picked vegetables
eaten with soybean paste were sweeter than any other
side dish. This simple style of meals was the result from
the difficult life Jeju women had. The women from this
infertile land – Samdado, which means a land full of 3
things: wind, women and stones, were exceptionally
strong and determined. It was natural, as there would
no other mean to protect their children within such a
poor environment. For most of the women from Jeju
who had to dedicated themselves completely in living
and supporting their children, were not allowed the
time and mind to work hard in cooking, except for
special days such as the Lunar New Year or ancestral
ceremonies. They would start their day by diving for
fish, farming fields, doing housework, looking after
their children, drawing water from the well, finding
firewood, etc. There was too much to be done in a
day and they could not dare dedicating themselves for
cooking. Finding food was more urgent than cooking.
Meals prepared in a moment were eaten even faster
and they had to quickly wash the dishes and go back
to the sea or field to work. It is believed that the fewer
bowls used during meals just reduced a little their
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work. What was worse, the dirt in Jeju is volcanic
ash soil and farming was very limited. To make things

Jeju Traditional Cuisine Master

even worse, the strong winds and precious water also

No. 1 Designated by the Jeju Self-

influenced production quantities. It was a time when

governing Province

food was something really rare and precious.
However, people from Jeju were very generous even
within such difficult and hard life. Anyone passing by,
adult or children, would be welcomed to sit down and

Jeju Cuisine by
Master KIM JI SOON

eat together by only adding one more spoon to the
table. Although it looked like a simple dining table,
it was full of the virtues of plentiful sharing and the
wisdom of coexistence.

“Healthy dining table"
with coexistence and wisdom
Ironically, the meals served at that time were
the secret of keeping healthy. In the past, only
rich people could have rice and meat soup,
but nowadays people prefer grain rice with
vegetable soup. The well-being life looked
by many was something our ancestors
already enjoyed for generations. People with
long life from other countries usually enjoy
eating fish or vegetables instead of greasy
meat dishes. The female divers in their 80s

The Jeju cuisine transmitted from the grandmothers to our

who still working in the sea eat like this. It is

mothers and from our mothers to us is a very precious inheritance

not possible to ask people who would like to

that we must continue passing throughout generations to come.

have a long and healthy life to go swimming

The most fascinating thing about the Jeju cuisine is its roughness.

everyday but it would be a good start to

Being rough is the closest expression for being in its original form,

prepare meals with the season ingredients

therefore it means that it is very fresh. There is only one thing to

produced in Jeju. Not meals as they were in

be done to emphasize freshness: making things simple. Cooking

the past, but a new dining table suitable to

Jeju dishes is very simple. Condiments are used to its minimum.

the present with the philosophy of reviewing

Red pepper powder was not used at all and soybean sauce and

the old and learning the new with a synergy

soybean paste were used only a little ensuring the original taste

effect that harmonizes things from the past
and present.

of the ingredients were maximized. Trying it is worth a thousand
words. Please try it and see if I am wrong.
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Let’s Try It!
A few dishes for a Jeju traditional meal by Master Kim Ji Soon

Grilled Fresh Shiitake – Nalchogi (Mushroom)
Ingredients
150g of Fresh shiitake, 1 large spoon of red pepper
Seasoning
1 large spoon of soybean sauce, 1/2 large spoon of sugar, 2 teaspoons of garlic,
1 large spoon of ground sesame, 1 large spoon of green onion,
1 large spoon of sesame oil and 2 teaspoons of water.
Preparation
① Wash the shiitake with warm water and remove water
② Chop the red pepper finely to put inside the shiitake
③ Add all the seasoning ingredients, mix with ① and grill
④ Garnish by putting ② red pepper (or shredded red pepper can be used instead)

※ Nalchogi = fresh shiitake

How to prepare the Grilled Fresh Shiitake
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Seasoned Seashells (Gujenggi) and Hijiki
Ingredients
8 seashells, 1/4 cucumber, 3 sesame leafs, 50g of fresh hijiki, 1/4 onion
Seasoning
1 large spoon of soybean paste, 4 large spoons of vinegar, 1 large spoon of honey,
1 large spoon of ground sesame, 2 teaspoons of red pepper powder, black pepper,
1/2 teaspoons of grounded ginger,
1 large spoon of crushed garlic and 1/2 large spoon of sesame oil.
Preparation
① Put washed seashells in a pan and boil with water
② Remove the seashells, cut off the bitter parts and slice finely
③ Chop the onion finely, remove water after soaking in cold water, slice the cucumber in
half-moon shape, cut the sesame leafs in half vertically before slicing in sizes of about 1cm
④ Remove the roots of the hijiki, parboil in boiling water,
rinse in cold water and cut in fine pieces
⑤ Make the sauce and season ②, ③ and ④ all together
※ Place the vegetables first on the dish before laying the seashells on top.
※ Gujeonggi = seashells

Steamed Abalone
Ingredients
15 medium-sized abalones, 8 ginkgo nuts, 8 jujubes, 6 king oyster mushrooms
Seasoning
3 large spoons of rice wine, 2 cups of broth, 1/4 cup of seasoned soybean sauce,
2 large spoons of starch syrup, 3 large spoons of sesame oil,
2 large spoons of starch, 2 large spoons of ground pine nuts.
Preparation
① Wash the abalones, remove the intestine and make little square cuttings on the abalone
② Slice the king oyster mushrooms finely to the size of the abalone shells
③ Slice the jujube, peal the ginkgo nuts and cut in half
④ Place the ② in a pan and then
① on its top before pouring the sauce and soup, and let it cook slightly
⑤ Place the cooked king oyster mushrooms inside the abalone shells and cover
it with the abalones. Place the gingko nuts in the middle and the jujube on both sides.
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Jeju Language and Jeju Sounds

The tasty Jeju language and the meaning of local songs will be examined through Jeju folk songs such as Jeju traditional
songs or work songs in the corner 2017 ‘Jeju Language and Jeju Sounds’

Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang
Written by KIM SUNJA (Director of Jeju Language Research Institute)

Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang what do you eat for living?
Wearing patterned pants and jeogori
With white silk dongjeong and purple silk on its body
Crying while eating, crying while eating
Picking and eating
From a 3 years old land of red beans and
a 5 years old land of beans
The first husband catcher Park guessed right
The second husband from the mountains guessed right
The third husband entered the jack and died
It is my fate! It is my destiny!
Where can I get a revenge?
Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang what do you eat for living?
Wearing patterned pants and jeogori
With white silk dongjeong and purple silk on its body
Crying while eating, crying while eating
Picking and eating
From a 3 years old land of red beans and a 5 years old land of beans
The first husband catcher Park guessed right
The second husband from the mountains guessed right
The third husband entered the jack and died
It is my fate! It is my destiny!
Where can I get a revenge?

Copyright Children Folk Songs Sorinara
Institution Folk Songs Sorinara
Year 2010
Help data Archive data from the Jeju Academy Center
Syfy turns 25 this year, and to commemorate the occasion
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Scan the QR code to listen to the Kkwongkkwong Mr.
Jang song from the Jeju Academy Center archives.

The song [Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang] was often sand

pheasants who would take their gun around. Others would

by children when I was a child. The children could see

catch them by putting traps in street corners. Pheasants

pheasants on the fields while playing. Everyone would

caught like that were trimmed nicely for porridge or to

start humming the song ‘Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang’

prepare the soup for buckwheat noodles. The ‘Kkwongyot’

when a pheasant was spotted. The playing culture and

made with pheasant meat was one of the native dishes

the environment have changed and it is not easy to see

enjoyed by locals in the past. The [Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang]

a pheasant, maybe just because they do not play in the

is a folk song that expresses well the fancy features of the

fields and mountains anymore. For that reason, the song

‘Mr. Jang’ that was a prey and its sadness before death. The

[Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang] is being forgotten as it can only

lyrics “Wearing patterned pants and jeogori / With white

be heard in performances or in TV shows. Having a song

silk dongjeong and purple silk on its body” express well its

being forgotten means that the memories of those who

fancy appearance. The colorful features of the cock pheasant

used to sing it fading and that the related environment has

was compared to the ‘patterned pants and jeogori’, and

changed. Pheasants are very common in the fields of Jeju. If

the white feathers on its neck as ‘white silk dongjeong

you are lucky you can even find pheasant eggs on the way

and purple silk’ demonstrating the song’s literacy. A few

to the fields in search for bracken. I still remember when I

other words were completely expressed in Jeju language

was young the delicious boiled pheasant eggs my mother

emphasizing the characteristics of the region. The fancy

used to prepare for me. My parents picked the eggs on the

‘Mr. Jang’ ate from the 3 years red bean field and from the

way to the field when barley was starting to get ripen. It was

5 years old bean field but in the end became a prey. ‘Mr.

also interesting to see hen pheasants taking their chicks to

Jang’ managed to avoid the shot of the gun of the first

the field for a walk during summer. The eggs of pheasants

husband Mr. Park, it ran away from the second husband’s

are called ‘Kkwongdoksegi’ in Jeju. Hen pheasants are called

gun but in the end it sadly died by the third husband. The

‘Amkkwong’ and cock pheasants as ‘Jangkkwong’. Their

action of shooting a gun was expressed as ‘striking’ and it

chicks are called ‘Kkwongbiegi’. Pheasants can damage

corresponds to the word ‘hitting’ as being hit by a stone.

crops as they pick beans and sweet potatoes from fields.

The song [Kkwongkkwong Mr. Jang] expresses the grief of

Someday they became prey for hunters. Senior villagers

the ‘cock pheasant’ figuratively, but this folk song makes

say that many people would go to the fields during fall to

children get to forget the sad story of the pheasant within

hunt for pheasants. There were even professional hunters of

its fun lyrics.
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Landscapes’ Diary

Sanji River in the 70s © SEO JAE CHEOL
70

Connecting
Time
Sanji River’s
Story

Sanji River in the 2017 © SEO JAE CHEOL

Sanji River formed after passing the Jeju Port that was the Sanpo Fishing site among the old Youngjushipgyeong and Jeju’s gateway
was the place where the main commercial supremacy was formed. It was the main drinking water source of Jeju citizens, and up
to the 70s large and small washing places were formed alongside Sanji River with the water flowing from different directions from
the Geumsan Reservoir. The women from Jeju would get a basket full of dirty clothes and come to Sanji River to wash it whenever
the seawater was in low tide. It was possible to see piles of shepherd’s purse and wild chives after being washed in the Sanji River
in early spring and the children trying to catch crabs and fish during summer. Sanji River changed a lot and unfortunately not even
traces from its past were left.
SEO JAE CHEOL Worked as the Head of the Photography Department at Donae Newspaper and as the chief editor.
He continued working with his pieces of work and is now managing the ‘Nature Love Arts Gallery’.
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Culture Stroll

Plentiful Cultural
Events Riding the
Spring Breeze

‘YANG GWANG JA Exhibition
– Goddess with Deep Roots’
– finding identity in the
essence of humans and life

The cold winter is gone and spring has

has continuously drawn the journey of finding identity

clearly arrived. Cultural information that

and the essence of life after starting her work in full-

may excite us just as the spring energy

scale in Berlin, Germany in 1968, is being held at

filling ridges and cities everywhere, can be
heard here and there. Here are the cultural
events held in Jeju.

The exhibition by the artistic YANG GWANG JA who

the Jeju Stone Culture Park in the General Obaek
Gallery. This exhibition shows about 60 pieces of work
including works of conception of neo-expressionism
maximizing the feelings of the artist, and recent
abstract works researching the identity and interior

Jeju April 3 69th Anniversary
Invitational Exhibition
‘Windy day, Jeju then’

of humans using materials made from ink stick and

The Jeju April 3 69th Anniversary Invitational Exhibition

1 to July 2. For further information contact the Stone

‘Windy day, Jeju then’ is being held at the 2nd floor

oilseed rape. The ‘YANG GWANG JA Exhibition –
Goddess with Deep Roots’ – finding identity in the
essence of humans and life is being held from May
Culture Park (+82-64-710-7750).

of the April 3 Peace Memorial Hall in the Special
Exhibitions Center. This April 3 special exhibition
shows 43 pieces of work by 26 artists expressing Jeju
features after being raged by a gale from an artistic
perspective. This exhibition started in March 24 and
goes until April 31. For further information contact the
Jeju April 3 Peace Memorial Hall (+82-64-710-8435).

Work by © YANG GWANG JA

Work by © BYUN SE HEE
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Meeting the Jeju Female
Divers and Dokdo – ‘Young
Female Diver Okrang Goes to
Dokdo to Pick Seaweed!’
The exhibition of the original illustrations from the
illustrated book ‘Young Female Diver Okrang Goes
to Dokdo to Pick Seaweed!’ is being held at the Jeju
Museum of Art in the Citizen Gallery. The artist KIM
GEUM SOOK who lived in France for 10 years and has
been working actively on her pieces of work and the
chief editor of Jemin Daily compiled the story about
Jeju female divers working in Dokdo in an illustrated
book. This exhibition expressing the story of the female
diver Park Okrang when she first went to Dokdo as
well as other stories about the Jeju female divers,
provides a travelling experience into history itself.
This exhibition that started in March 29 runs through
May 21. For further information about the exhibition
Work by © KIM SEONG RAN

contact +82-64-710-4273.

Unfamiliar but familiar
place, KIM SEONG RAN’s ‘Jeju
Sceneries Exhibition’
‘Jeju Sceneries Exhibition’ by the artist KIM SEONG
RAN is being held at the ICC JEJU. This exhibition
presents the Jeju sceneries the author saw and felt as
a child. It is the perfect opportunity to see Jeju years
ago before its transformations and development. Her
works stimulate visitors by the primary colors used to
express the Jeju sceneries. The ICC JEJU Gallery is open
throughout the year from 9 to 6, and the exhibitions
goes from April 3 to May 31. For further information

Work by © KIM GEUM SOOK

about the exhibition contact the ICC JEJU (+82-64735-1001).
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Festivals of Jeju

Enjoy! Jeju Festivals
‘Healing’ from the sea and beaches to valleys
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Gapado Green Barley Festival

Bangseonmun Festival

Bomok Jaridom Festival

Period from April 08, 2017 to May 07, 2017

Period from May 13, 2017 to May 14, 2017

Period from June 02, 2017 to June 04, 2017

Location Gapado, Daejeong-eup, Seogwipo

Location (Odeung-dong) 48-26 Geobuk

Location Bomok Port, Bomok-dong,

City, Jeju Special Self-governing Province

Saemigil, Jeju City, Jeju Special Self-governing

Seogwipo City, Jeju

Inquiries Gapari Office +82-64-794-7130

Province

Inquiries +82-64-760-4502

Daejeong-eup Office +82-64-760-4082

Inquiries +82-64-728-4802

Jeju Haevichi Art Festival

Jeju Ihotewoo Festival

Amyang Black Sand Beach
Festival

Period from June 12, 2017 to June 15

Period from July 28, 2017 to July30,2017

Period from July 29, 2017 to July 30, 2017

Location Haevichi Hotel & Resort Jeju,

Location (Ihoi-dong) 20 Dori-ro, Jeju City,

Location 1568 Samyang 2-dong, Jeju City,

whole Jeju

Jeju Special Self-governing Province

Jeju Special Self-governing Province

Inquiries +82-2-3019-5831

Inquiries +82-64-742-2501

Inquiries +82-64-728-4713

There are large and small festivals held in Jeju throughout the four seasons.
You can enjoy and do healing only by participating in the festivals in Jeju as it is held within a
beautiful natural background.
Here are some festivals worth a visit!

Donnaeko Valley Wonyang
Festival

15th Swesokkak Festival

Pyoseon Haevichi Beach Hayan
Morae Festival

Period scheduled for July

Period every year from July to August

Period from August 5, 2017 to August 6,

Location Donnaeko Valley

Location Hyodon Swesokkak and

2017 (expected)

Inquiries +82-64-760-4664

Hahyo Port

Location Pyoseon Haevichi Beach, Pyoseon-ri,

Inquiries +82-64-760-4627

Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipo City, Jeju
Inquiries +82-64-760-4502

Yerae Ecological Village
Experience Festival

Doduoraemul Festival

Summer Night Arts Festival

Period from August 5, 2017 to August 6,

Period from August 11, 2017 to August 13,

Period every year in August

2017

2017 (expected)

Location (Samdoi-dong) 2 Jungang-ro,

Location 213 Yerae-ro, Seogwipo City, Jeju

Location Oraemul Square and Dodu Port

Jeju City, Jeju Special Self-governing Province

Special Self-governing Province

Inquiries +82-64-728-4966

Inquiries +82-64-728-2711~5

Inquiries +82-64-760-4861
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Gapado
Green
Barley
Festival

Gapado is located 5.5km south from Moseul Port located in Hamo-ri, Daejeong-eup, Seogwipo City.
Tourists are attracted to this place to see the green barley dancing lightly with the wind from March
to the beginning of May. Its scale can be felt by comparing the total area of Gapago of 90 thousand
m² and the total area of barley field, which is about 60 thousand m². Tourists visiting Gapago get
surprised by its scale and get surprised again by its beautiful color. The green barley that embroiders
Gapado is a type of Jeju native barley (hyangmaek). This hyangmaek is twice bigger than other
region’s barley and it is known for being the first to grow in the country. The best program in
the Gapado Green Barley Festival is the Olle Trail. This Olle Trail is about 5km long and it allows
visitors to sightsee the island by renting a bicycle at the dock. Gapado, known for being a healing
destination, is holding the Gapago Green Barley Festival for the 9th time this year. The festival this
year had its event program reduced as it overlapped with the Beautiful Island Creation Business
and Olle Trail works, and it is to provide only the best selected activities. Facilities such as public
bathrooms, etc. are open and all types of services are provided to ensure travelers have a pleasant
and comfortable time in the island during the festival period.
Period from April 08, 2017 to May 07, 2017
Location Gapado, Daejeong-eup, Seogwipo City, Jeju Special Self-governing Province
Inquiries Gapari Office +82-64-794-7130
Daejeong-eup Office +82-64-760-4082
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Watch for the Bangseon Festival if you would like to enjoy a festival combining arts, culture and
nature. Bangseonmun is a large rock located in the Bangseonmun Valley in Ora 2-dong, Jeju City,
and it means ‘a door to enter the place where Taoist lives’. It was a place where aristocrats, Jeju
ministers and administrators would come to enjoy arts. Printed letters by poets and calligraphers can

Bangseonmun
Festival

be found everywhere. It has a strong historic and cultural meaning and was designated as the No.
92 Scenic Spot State-Designated Cultural Heritage in January 2013. Varied rocks such as the ‘Tiger
Rock’, ‘Turtle Rock’, ‘Aegiso’, ‘Pangwanso’, etc. and the cliff that create this magnificent site are
not to be missed. Bangseonmun is known by the secret legend that Halla Mountain Taoists came
to this place to leave the Taoist fairies bath peacefully, and this legend adds a sense of mystery to
tourists who visit this place to enjoy nature. Various programs were prepared for this 14th festival.
Among them are the small music concert ‘Walking in the Forest Trail on the Way to Bangseonmun’,
a Nanta performance ‘Drum Sounds Awaking the Taoists’, words of hope ‘Taoist! Please Make My
Wish Come True’, etc. Other concurrent events are calligraphy, Taoist drawing competition, literary
composition contest, a cup of tea with the Taoists, Taoist dining table masterpiece restaurant, etc.,
ensuring visitors enjoy nature and liberal arts simultaneously.
Period from May 13, 2017 to May 14, 2017
Location (Odeung-dong) 48-26 Geobuk Saemigil, Jeju City, Jeju Special Self-governing Province
Inquiries +82-64-728-4802
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Jeju Today

Healthy Life,
Let’s Make it Together
Written by PARK EUN OK (Professor at Jeju National University)

Jeju, a place surrounded by beautiful

Jeju is known for its environment-friendly natural environment and as a healthy and

nature and that seems to be a region

longevity island, clean region, peaceful island, etc. However, according to results obtained

much healthier than other places,

from a study related to the local society health conducted for the last 5 years, Jeju scored

but according to recent research

high in smoking rates, high risk drinking rates, obesity rates, etc., very poor in physical

results, its reality is completely the

activities practice rates including walking, and also very low in various health indexes.

opposite. Let’s consider here proposals

Why is the health level of locals much lower than the expected? In order to understand

to a healthier life for Jeju citizens

the problem correctly, a proper analysis of the correct causes must be conducted.

based on the diagnosis of their
present health conditions.

1

Obesity rates
Obesity (BMI above 25) is a warning sign of the physical health.
Obesity is the direct cause of diabetes and hyperlipidemia and
can also cause sexual dysfunction. It can also cause arthritis,
cardiovascular system diseases as well as in some cases cancer.
A total of 726.2 billion won (2013, National Health Insurance
Corporation) are spent for diseases related to severe obesity.
Jeju ranks 7th place in obesity rates among 17 cities and provinces

28.2 %
2016

28.4 %
2015

nationwide.

28.3 %
2014
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Health is also influenced by the
living environment and culture
There are various elements that may influence human health and there is a complicated
interaction between each element. Health is influenced not only by biological factors of
individuals but also by extensive social, cultural and environmental elements such as life habits
including health behavior, etc., economic levels, housing environment, profession, working
environment, etc. In other words, health is influenced by one’s habitat, working place, school
or playing place and all other environments. It means that everything such as the living
environment, living conditions, culture, etc. influence one’s health and health behaviors.

2

Walking Practice Rates
Frequent exercising is the shortcut for health!
The walking practice rates of Jeju citizens was once the lowest in
Korea but it demonstrated great improvement by being ranked 6th
nationwide.

39.4 %
2016

28.3 %
2015

32.3 %
2014
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There are only 3 out of 10 people in Jeju who walk more than 30 minutes per day. Many

It is said that if you lose money, you
have lost a little, if you lose your honor,

may feel surprised to know that it is one of the lowest percentages in Korea. Often people
ask again its reason, since people living in Jeju have the best environment for walking.
That is right. Jeju does have a good environment for walking. However, if seeing Jeju as a

you have lost a lot and if you lose

whole, half of it is really good for walking but the other half is not.

your health, you have lost everything.

There are innumerous trails for walk such as Olle Trails, hills, mountains, the seaside, etc.

It may be suitable to individuals but

but the surroundings of the residents, their work, schools, etc. are not located in such

it can also be applied to the society.

a good environment. Many of the places are not suitable for walking as the pedestrian
pavements are narrow and many of the roads are blocked by cars. Moreover, the area of

Health itself is not the main purpose.

urban parks calculated in proportion to its population is the second smallest in Korea just

Investing in health is investing in the

after Daegu City.

future. Everyone must work together

The beautiful roads such as the Saryeoni Forest Trail or the Halla Mountain Trail, or by

to ensure health, the environment and

going around the island following the Olle Trail are not spaces occupied by the routine
of locals. Additionally, as public transportation is still not well developed in the area,

the economy integrate with each other

the number of vehicles registered by person in Jeju is double the numbers of Seoul and

with good balance.

the highest nationwide resulting 0.73 cars per person. Buses or private cars are used
to go to school with more frequency and locals tend to use vehicles even to reach close
destinations.
How about their dietary life? Convenience stories and fast food restaurants stand
closely together in all areas of the island. Jeju ranked first nationwide in the number of
convenience stories and fast food restaurants in proportion to groups of one hundred
thousand people. Additionally, salty dishes such as jeotgal (pickled fish) are eaten with
frequency due to its regional characteristic of being an island. Meat is also enjoyed by
many and the drinking culture is very generous in the region as all types of gatherings
including eating and drinking such as village meetings, clubs, etc. are held with frequency.
So what can be done to improve the health index of Jeju? Life habits are easy to be
considered as they depend on individual’s choice and responsibility. However, surprisingly,
life habits are easily influenced by the society. Therefore, the practice of healthy life habits
can achieve effective results if it is approached systematically and socially.
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3

High Risk Drinking Rates
Everyone knows that health conditions change considerably
according to drinking habits. Social risk due to drinking cannot be
ignored. The high risk drinking rates (drinking rates of people who
drink more 7 glasses (male) and 5 glasses (females) a week) in
Jeju ranked 7th in 2015 and 1st in 2016 in Korea.

21.9 %
2016

18.8 %
2015

20.9 %
2014

Proposals to improve the health index of Jeju citizens
Firstly, policies and investment for health is necessary. WHO recommended the ‘healthy
community policy’ in Ottawa as the first area among 5 types of health improvement
activities. Those responsible for deciding the policy must be conscious of their
responsibility towards the health of citizens in order to achieve the expected results,
and prioritize the influence of each policy in the health of locals. Just in time, the
establishment of the Jeju Health 2030 Planning is being promoted this year in Jeju. A
comprehensive and integrated health policy planning is expected to improve the health
levels of Jeju citizens. Secondly, the creation of a healthy environment is necessary. The
bad health index of locals is closely related to the social and cultural environment as well
as the physical environment. An environment with places to people to live, work and
study that provides a healthy life to all must be constructed. Such culture must be formed
for effective and successful results in the improvement of the health index of locals.
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Special playgrounds were created to allow students to move themselves naturally at
schools and ‘walk bus stops’ were installed just 200m from the school gates to encourage
students to walk to school. Additionally, efforts such as the construction of walking steps
and non-smoking areas are a meaningful step to create a healthier environment for locals.
It is essential the participation of all to continue searching for means to change and
improve to create a better living environment. Thirdly, the development and practice of
individual techniques. These techniques are not only related to health care. It includes life
techniques such as decision-making or personal relations techniques, stress management
techniques, techniques to put healthy life into practice, etc. The improvement of such
life techniques may allow people make beneficial choices to the region’s health and
environment and also to help them exercise their influence.
The project ‘Strong and Healthy Jeju 369” implemented in Jeju has obtained positive
results in the improvement of individual capabilities to control weight through customized
counseling and training. Additionally, publicity activities to enhance the role and interest

4

Smoking Rates
The smoking rates of Jeju citizens showed continuous improvement
from 26.0% in 2012 to 21.2% in 2015, but it demonstrated a
great increase to 26.6% in 2016, ending first in the nationwide
ranking. Active anti-smoking practice is essential as smoking
causes great harm to the human body and also influences the
psychological health.

26.6 %
2016

21.2 %
2015

24.7 %
2014
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of parents in the improvement of the health of obese children are being conducted
through broadcasting. Lastly, the enforcement of local society activities and the creation
of a healthy community. The health levels of individuals is influenced by the health of
his/her society and the health decision factors. Activities to ensure citizens sympathize
with the necessity of changing the environment into a healthy one are necessary. It is
very difficult to have a healthy life alone in a place where a healthy physical, social and
cultural environments are not provided. Individual effort is necessary but locals must work
together in the creation of a healthy environment and try to change into a practicing
culture. Everyone must participate and work together to create a healthy community in
the place where we live, work and study, such as the villages, workplace, schools, etc.
It is said that if you lose money, you have lost a little, if you lose your honor, you have lost
a lot and if you lose your health, you have lost everything. It may be suitable to individuals
but it can also be applied to the society. Health itself is not the main purpose. Investing in
health is investing in the future. The health index of Jeju citizens is not good and there is
a lot of work to be done. It is time for us to be more interested in health and work hard
to improve the community’s health levels.

Life habits are easy to be considered as they depend on individual’s choice
and responsibility. However, surprisingly, life habits are easily influenced by the
society. Therefore, the practice of healthy life habits can achieve effective results
if it is approached systematically and socially.

Data. Korea Center for Disease Control and Prevention [Research Results About the Local Society’s Health] 2016.
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The Korea Sport for All Festival, JEJU 2017 will be held for 4 days from June 8 to 11 in Jeju. The Korea Sport for
All Festival, JEJU 2017, which is a festival with competitions based in friendship, harmony, consideration and
communication among the participants, started in 2001 as the National Festival of Sports for All, and its stage
was Jeju. In the following year it was held in Chungcheongbuk-do and last year in Seoul before being held in
various regions nationwide. Jeju has received the baton again this year to host this beautiful sportive party. The
Korea Sport for All Festival, JEJU 2017 this year has a special meaning for Jeju as it is being held here for the
second time and it is expected to hold the even with a more mature manner based on the foundations of the
sports for all in Korea.

Sports for All Festival
First Held in Jeju Returns to the Island
From June 08 to 11 throughout Jeju

Korea Sports for All Festival, JEJU 2017

The spreading window of a healthy life
Continuing life is not a task anymore for us living
in the 100 years old generation. Our real homework is to have a ‘healthy’ long-life, therefore sports need to deepen its roots even more and reach all.
The value of this Korean Sports for All Festival can be found here. In this festival, different from other sportive competitions where only ‘a few selected
or gifted players’ are the protagonist, everyone is the main character. All the participants who share time through sports enjoyed on a daily basis,
communication and harmony are the protagonists. Most of the categories involve familiar types of sports such as gate-ball, billiard, hiking, badminton,
bowling, aerobics gymnastics, cycling, kickball, etc. At the beginning, there were only 17 categories but the number of general categories increased to
36 this year and the whole festival became even more varied with other 8 demonstration sports, including 10 categories with the purpose of KoreaJapan exchange. More than 50 thousand participants, including players, board members, volunteers, etc. from 17 different cities and regions are
expected to enhance the scale of the event.
Senior sports games are to take place for 2 days from June 8 to 9, and games for the youth and general groups are to take place from June 10 to 11.
The opening ceremony of this festival is expected to be held in the Jeju General Stadium from 5pm on June 9.
The economic ripple effect from this festival analyzed by specialists during the last 4 years estimated the inducement coefficient of added value at an
average of 8.3 billion won, the inductive effect of employment is of 227 people and the average production inducement coefficient of 20.5 billion won.
Therefore, this Sports for All Festival is not simply a sportive event, but a festival that blends the local culture, tourism and economy.
This year, the festival is expected to contribute to the activation of local economy as the games will be held in Jeju City and Seogwipo City equally.
Additionally, various policies are being prepared to improve participation and interest by locals in sports at the moment and is therefore expected that
this festival will provide an opportunity to locals to get more familiar with different types of sports.
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Towards the ‘Sports for All Mecca’ in Jeju –
the no. 1 sightseeing spot
KANG MYUNG HOON (Head of the Sports for All Department of Jeju Special
Self-governing Province Sports Association)

© LEE SEUNG BAE

Creating a safe and thrilling festival
Jeju Special Self-governing Province placed a base for the planning
department formed by employees from the local sports associations
and public servants, etc. in Jeju General Stadium from January 16 for
a successful event. It aimed at establishing an action program with a
sense of realism through communication between provincial authorities,
administrative authorities, related organizations and related parties to
sports for all. Furthermore, it is dedicating itself in the administration
of the stadium to ensure games are held safely to all, and to provide
impressive services from their arrival to their accommodation, cultural
experiences, sightseeing tours, traditional market shopping, transportation,
etc. The participation of Jeju citizens is more important than anything
to ensure the Korea Sports for All Festival, JEJU 2017 does not act only
as mere competition, but as a great festival where the whole region
works together. Jeju will be remembered as a sports mecca where people

Jeju is the first place to host the Korea Sport for All Festival for the second
time. What do you expect from it?
There were many areas that required improvement when the festival
was held for the first time in Jeju in 2001 as the event itself was in its
initial stages. However, we conducted a careful study on areas in need of
improvement and inconvenient aspects through the events held in other
areas every year, and we believe we will be able to satisfy all the participants
this time.
How long did it take to get ready?
We visited the locations when the games were held in Seoul and Gyeonggido in March last year and inspected the various aspects things necessary for
the preparation of the event. We held a context exhibit for the symbol and
slogan production from October last year as it was concluded that it required
more time. We also established a task force for the festival before other
cities and provinces.
In which area did you most concentrate in the preparation of this
competition?
I devoted myself in the selection of the competition site to ensure comfort
and convenience to all participants. Although it was not hard to find
suitable sites for the games as Jeju held various national competitions and
junior athletic competitions in the past and had the necessary facilities, I
focused in the distribution and allocation of games in all the areas of the
island. Additionally, different from other competitions, we prepared various
experience programs with linked events to ensure participants enjoy Jeju to
the fullest.
What do you expect from this competition?
I expect a promotion effect about the contents related to the sports
facilities in Jeju. I also hope the sports for all participants set up sisterhood
relationships with local clubs to continue exchange. Ultimately, I expect
that Jeju becomes recognized as a mecca of sports for all and not only as a
tourist attraction.
What would you like to say to the locals?
I hope you all greet the members from other cities and provinces warmly
during the festival period. I sincerely would like to ask for everyone’s interest
and encouragement.

would like to return by greeting visitors from all parts of the country with
a generous smile and kindness alongside its renowned landscapes and
breathtaking nature. Just like the festival slogan ‘Opening the Dreams
of Health Together, Hand in Hand in Jeju’, it is expected that all the
participants, locals and the entire nation hold hands harmonically and
become one in this festival. It is expected that the voluntary participation
of locals in the sports 7330 towards the 100 years old generation will
give a new flavor to everyday life.
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An important event is expected to come close to us showing the world the charming Jeju culture in May. The
2nd UCLG (United Cities and Local Governments) Culture Summit 2017 to be held in Jeju is expected to show
extensively the Jeju Cultural and Artistic Hall and the the old city center for four days from May 10 to 13. Jeju
that has attracted the UCLG (United Cities and Local Governments) Culture Summit for the first time in Asia is
expected to raise its status internationally as a culture city.

Introducing Jeju’s Culture to the World
2nd UCLG Culture Summit 2017 from May 10 to 13 at Jeju Culture and Arts Center, etc.

Favorable comments about the urban restoration policies related to the distinctive culture of islands
The UCLG World Culture Summit aims at recognizing
the importance of culture, sharing long-term cultural partnerships between cities and local governments and encouraging mutual field trips.
Jeju introduced its unique culture and cultural policies in the 1st UCLG Culture Summit held in Bilbao, Spain in March 2015 and presented cultural
activities to improve life value and local development. Additionally, Jeju participated in the as a UCLG Culture Demonstration City in 2014 and as the
UCLG Cultural Leading City in 2016, demonstrating its continuous promotion effort such as the expansion of international exchange foundations and
cultural exchange foundations to attract the UCLG Culture Summit to Jeju. Jeju was a candidate city in the executive session of the UCLG held last
year in Kazan City, Russia for the hosting of the 2nd UCLG Culture Summit, and it was confirmed as the final host city after competing against Konya,
Turkey and Tala in Chile. More than 1,000 people are expected to attend this summit held in Jeju from cities and local government groups, international
organizations, culture specialists and artists to discuss about the ‘commitments and actions for culture in sustainable cities’ and the subtitle ‘Jeju
culture’. The opening ceremony will be held on May 10 and the nominee for the Nobel Prize in Literature, the poet KOH EUN and the UN Directorgeneral of Cultural Rights, Karima Bennoune are expected to address keynotes.
The total sessions are structured by the performance of the ‘culture 21 practice’ through local collaboration for cultural rights and culture towards the
targets of the global culture 2030. The concurrent session is structured by urban planning and public space, regional cultural industry and sustainability,
changes occurred to cities, culture and weather, etc.
Additionally, the theme of the Korean session incudes ‘Editing cities through recycling, upcycling cultural contents’, etc. and in the Jeju session themes
such as the ‘social practice of cultural arts for the local community’, ‘the role of cultural arts groups for the activation of culture in the Jeju region’, ‘Old
future – finding new concepts from the religious mind of young Jeju writers, etc. are expected to be discussed.
As a unit event, the history and cultural arts of the old downtown will be introduced to participants from around the world through a tour to the old
downtown with its regional, historical and humanistic culture.
The tour to old downtown is divided into 2 theme courses including sites such as the Gwandeokjeong Pavilion and Mokgwana, Samdo 2-dong Cultural
Arts Street, Dongmun Market, Kim Man Deok Memorial hall, etc.
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Present cultural arts within cities from the past
Jeju old downtown (Jeju Mokgwana, Kim Man Deok Birthplace, Hyangsadang, etc.) + Urban restoration model + young writers
participation program + cultural arts program

Jeju’s cultural and natural heritage
1. Olle Trail Course 7 + Olle Market + Lee Jung Sub Street
2. Camelia (Dongbaek) Hiking + Kim Young Gab Gallery + Seongsan Ilchulbong (sunrise peak)
This culture summit is expected to promote the cultural capacity of Jeju through its cultural policies and to contribute to the creation of
the image of Jeju as a ‘cultural arts island’ by finding cultural policies through examples from countries around the world.

• Period		

from May 10, 2017 (Wed) to May 23 (Sat)

• Location

Jeju Cultural Arts Center, etc.

• Theme		

- Commitments and Actions for Culture in Sustainable Cities

		

* Subtitle: Proper Jeju Culture

• Hosted by

Jeju Special Self-governing Province, UCLG, UCLG ASPAC

• Participation scale About 1000 people from global groups, international organizations, culture specialists, artists, etc.
• Formal event

Opening ceremony/ Total of 3 sessions / 18 simultaneous sessions/

		

Korean 5 sessions/ Jeju 6 sessions/ closing ceremony

•Unit event

Reception dinner/ farewell dinner/ cultural sites visit and experience programs
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People from Jeju Live Like This

“26 years in love”

“I will introduce the beauties of Jeju to the world”

I was born in Gangjin, Jeonnam and moved to Jeju 26 years ago. I

I moved to Jeju when I was in my first year of high school. The first place

married my wife by arrangement, had 2 sons and still living happily in

I visited during a field trip after moving to Jeju was Gotjawal, and it was

love just as if we are still in honeymoon. My wife is the most beautiful

just the turning point in my life when I felt there was nothing I wanted to

person in the world. When we first moved to Jeju I worked by helping

do there. I took videos about this place full of exotic beauties throughout

my parents-in-law’s production of tangerines but soon opened my own

the trip without resting and started club activities related to images in the

business as a butcher. Pork in Jeju is just too good. We are going to work

school broadcasting club. I am now majoring in Media and Image Studies

really hard until the first thing that comes to mind is ‘Jeju’ when one says

and I dream of becoming an image specialist and introducing the nature

black pork belly, just as people think of ‘Hwangseong’ when mentioning

of Jeju to the world.

about Korean beef.
KIM IK SOO (55), KIM NAN SOOK (5) Wuigwi-ri,
Namwon-eup, Seogwipo City
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PARK SU MIN (20) Nonhyung-dong, Jeju City

“Kids! I love you”
I am an ordinary woman from Jeju. My parents are from Shincheonri, Seongsan-eup. I am a specialist in tangerines and I know everything
about it as I have worked with tangerine farming for 15 years. Children?
I have 5 children. They are my treasure. The loveliest and most beautiful
creatures in this world. I would like to tell them that I feel really grateful
for all 5 of them being healthy and kind. I really love you all!

HYUN SEOK HWA (53) Pyoseon-ri, Pyoseon-myeon, Seogwipo City

“I bake bread every day and grow Jeju love”

“Conditions of a healthy and happy life – they are

I am often teased by others asking if I am a foreigner, but I am 100%

all found in Jeju”

from Jeju and my hometown is Moseulpo. My wife is from Sangju,

We are from Seoul and moved to Jeju in 1999. But as soon as we arrived

Gyeongnam, and I met her in Australia. We were both studying there,

here we were caught by surprise when my husband was diagnosed with

and I was studying bakery and my wife cooking. I am dedicating myself

stomach cancer. As there is no better environment than Jeju for a sick

to Jeju by preparing dishes only made with ingredients from Jeju with

person, we felt consoled within this whole sadness and misfortune. My

a concept based in the island. My wife used to work with me but she is

husband started exercising and we studied about teas and medicinal

now resting at home after giving birth to twins lately. I have 3 boys and 1

herbs as well as methods to cure this disease. Now we became real

girl all together. We contributed to the increase of the Jeju population!

specialists in medicinal herbs. If we think again, I think we made the right
decision in moving to Jeju. We are really happy now.
YUN GAP NO (61), KIM HYUN MI (53) Gashi-ri, Pyoseon-myeon,

KIM DAE GEUN (38) Sagye-ri, Andeok-eup, Seogwipo City

Seogwipo City
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제주살이

글. 이종철 / 사진. 이종철

Readers’ Section

여는 글

It was fun!
<Jeju>
Thank you very much for the interest of readers from Jeju in the <Jeju> Newsletter. Please send your opinion
about <Jeju> with the correct answers to the quiz below. Everything is fine! Helpful articles, corners in need
of improvement, suggestions of articles and themes, information, etc. The best ones will be introduced in the
next <Jeju> and a small gift will be sent to selected readers.
Participants Any reader of <Jeju>
Period

up to May 31, 2017

Method Send your opinion, name, contact number, etc.
on the Reader’s Postcard
Announcement Selected postcards will be published in the
2017 <Jeju> Summer Edition

QUIZ
Spring Edition Readers’ Quiz
OOOOOOOOO, that is the competition based on friendship, harmony, consideration and communication
among members of Sports for All from around the country will be held in Jeju for 4 days from June 8 to 11.
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Jeju Special Self-governing Province
blog.naver.com/happyjejudo
Information about Jeju’s cuisine, sights, things to enjoy, festivals,
etc. can be seen at a glance in our blog~!

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/happyjejudo

Twitter

https://mobile.twitter.com/happyjejudo

Kakaostory https://story.kakao.com/ch/inusjeju
Instagram https://instagram.com/special_jejudo
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